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HOUSE BOSTON
REPORT OF THE BOARDWCONaLIATION AND ARBITRATION
Edward Fisher, Chairman; Raymond V. McNamara, John L. Campos
On December 1, 1933, twelve joint applications were pending. Dur-
ing the year sixty-three joint applications were filed, making a total of
seventy-five. Of these eleven were abandoned, withdrawn or settled;
decisions were rendered in s^ixty-four cases, also three supplemental
decisions; and one case is now pending.
Conciliation
In the report for the preceding year attention was called to the fact
that the duties of the Board had been very exacting by reason of the
industrial conditions with the accompanying industrial disputes. Dur-
ing the present year, with the continued depression, even more contro-
versies have arisen between employer and employee, making more
onerous the duties of the Board and presenting many and varied prob-
lems in industrial conflicts, many of a nature difficult of solution. As a
result, a policy of visiting as a Board the centers where such contro-
versies exist for the purpose of conferring with the representatives of
the employers and of the employees, has been adopted. The results have
been very reassuring, affording an opportunity for giving more prompt
attention thereto, with the accompanying convenience to the parties to
the controversy and offering the further opportunity of securing addi-
tional information in the locality itself, together with a clearer under-
standing locally of the cause and effect of the industrial strife.
With the advent of the N. I. R. A. and the right of collective bargain-
ing under the provisions of Section 7-A, naturally a stimulus was given
to organization or attempted organization of employees in industrial
and other occupations, not only by established and accredited unions
but by new and reorganized unions as well. In this rush for organiza-
tion apparently the rights and privileges of unorganized employees, the
continued operaiion of industrial plants and the welfare of the commun-
ity have, in some instances at least, been lost sight of, resulting in the
awakening of the public to the fact that the right to work is as funda-
mental as the union's contention of the right to strike. This desire for
the immediate organization of employees has resulted in numerous labor
controversies, especially in the textile industry.
With the advent of the N. I. R. A. also, there followed the establish-
ment of federal boards dealing with industrial and other relations be-
tween employer and employee which, by reason of no sufficient and
definite line of demarcation as to their respective functions and duties,,
has resulted in some confusion and uncertainty. Also, this enlarging of
the scope of federal jurisdiction has to a marked extent increased the
entrance of its activities in the field of industrial disputes, responsibility
relative to the attempted adjustment of which continues to rest with
this Board as well. While the Board has endeavored to co-operate with
these federal agencies so far as practicable, nevertheless some confu-
sion and even delay has resulted. The right of collective bargaining
above referred to, that is, the privilege of employees of dealing with
their employer through representatives of their own choosing, has
naturally during this trying period given rise to industrial disputes;
the union employers in some instances being induced to seek a union
shop, the employees in some instances seeking to limit their employees
to choosing their representative for collective bargaining from the
fellow employees. However, in all conferences where the issue has aris-
en the parties in joint conference with the Board have readily come to
an understanding relative to the matter of collective bargaining.
In the spring a controversy arose in Peabody and vicinity between the
employers in the tanning industr:^ H)id i-he emploj'ees, which gave indi-
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cation of a recurrence of the very serious conflict of the previous year.
In an endeavor to forestall any such conflict the Board immediately
visited Peabody and held conferences with the parties and through the
co-operation and constructive leadership of those representing the em-
ployees and the employers an adjustment was reached and a general
conflict avoided. A reference to this in more detailed outline is here-
inafter given.
The labor controversy attended by the most publicity was that of the
strike of employees of the Hamilton Woolen Company, Inc., at South-
bridge, employing normally about 1,000 operatives, to the attempted ad-
justment of which the Board devoted several weeks. The Board is, there-
fore, later in this report giving a detailed outline of this controversy,
although in doing so this outline extends beyond the period of the
current year.
Late in the summer the threatened general strike in the textile indus-
try was called by the United Textile Workers of America, effective on
September 4, and at that time or soon thereafter a deluge of strikes
occurred in this industry. In many instances the management deemed
it advisable to close the mills even though a majority of the employees
desired to remain at work. The result has been not only an interrup-
tion of business but also accompanying distress to the employees and
disorder and a burden upon the community as well. This, as outlined
above, has presented to the Board some diflficult problems in its endeavor
to secure an adjustment of this controversy, a reopening of the mill and
the return of the employees to work. A brief outline of the activities and
the results secured by the Board through its good offices follows.
Easthampton. On March 23 the members of the Board visited East-
hampton by reason of a strike of employees of the United Elastic
Corporation, employing about 800 operatives, a great majority of whom
ceased work on March 19. The issues presented included a demand for
an increase in wage rates and a union agreement. After a discussion of
the issues at a joint conference with a committee of these employees and
representatives of the company, an adjournment was had until March
28. At the conference on March 28, which lasted until after midnight,
a settlement was reached and a written agreement entered into between
the company and employees.
Peabody and Vicinity. During the winter conferences were held be-
tween representatives of the tanners of Peabody, Salem and vicinity,
members of the Massachusetts Leather Manufacturers' Association, and
employees, members of the National Leather Workers' Association, and
also with the Board in an endeavor to reach an agreement upon the
terms of a new contract of employment. Recommendations covering the
matters in dispute were submitted by the Board, but not accepted, and
while some progress was made no final basis of settlement was reached.
Having received a notice that a strike had occurred which, if continued,
would affect, directly and indirectly, about 7,000 employees, the Board
on May 2 visited Peabody and held conferences with a committee of the
employees and later in the afternoon with representatives of the em-
ployers, later submitting to the parties for acceptance recommendations
for adjusting this controversy. Pending action on these recommenda-
tions, to their credit these employees, upon the urgent request of the
Board, agreed that the hides in the vats would be taken care of in order
to prevent what would have resulted in a severe loss. Following the
acceptance of these recommendations by the employees and later by a
great majority of the employers, a joint conference was held the follow-
ing day by representatives of the parties and the Board at the Haw-
thorne Hotel in Salem, to carry out the details ,of tlje. recommendations.
However, at this conference..unexj)?cted anii ie^fou^ differences arose
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which threatened to halt a settlement. As a result, the Board conferred
with the parties the next day and, following a joint conference held in
the evening, a basis of settlement was reached, which was accepted by
the parties and embodied in an agreement and work was resumed in
most tanneries on the following Monday. Later other employers, not
members of the association, signed similar agreements.
This agreement contained an unusual provision, the adoption of which
removed a very serious obstacle to an adjustment being made. By its
terms any employee who had previous thereto been a m.ember of, or had
made application for membership in, the union and had become "un-
financial"—that is, in arrears in his financial obligations, was subject
to discharge unless reinstated; the discharge to be ordered by this
Board, notice of an employee's being "unfinancial" being first given by
the union to his employer, the employer in turn giving notice to the
Board. As a result the Board was called upon in many instances to act
under this provision. The Board, however, adopted the policy of first
giving notice and affording an opportunity to each delinquent to be
heard.
Textile Industry
During the general strike in the textile industry above referred to,
which involved in excess of 70,000 employees, the Board appreciated
that there was very little, if anything, that could be done towards secur-
ing settlements in the various communities affected. However after the
general strike was called off on September 24, with the resumption of
employment many controversies arose, resulting in the cessation of
work of some employees. In a marked degree these strikes occurred in
mills in the central and southern part of the state. The chief cause was
alleged discriminations against union employees, following an eflfort on
the part of these employees to secure in some instances union recogni-
tion and in others a union shop.
Grafton. On October 18 the Board visited Grafton and conferred with
representatives of the Wuskanut Mills, Inc., and later with representa-
tives of the employees, members of Local No. 2362 of the United Textile
Workers of America. It appeared that the employees, about 250 in num-
ber, quit work on October 18, having previously submitted demands
which had not been granted. A joint conference of the parties was
arranged for the afternoon and, after some discussion and with the
advice and suggestions of the Board, an agreement upon these demands
was reached, with a resumption of work.
On the same day, learning of another strike in this town of employees
of the American Weavers, Inc., the Board visited and conferred with
the officials of this company, discussing the issues involved. It appeared
that about 100 employees were on strike as the result of a demand made
for a classification of work. A joint conference was then arranged and
held later in the afternoon and early evening; it appearing at this time
that an increase in wage rates was also demanded. After some discus-
sion and at the suggestion of the Board, a basis of adjustment was
reached, ending the controversy, and work was resumed.
Ludlow. A serious labor controversy, resulting in a strike of employees
of the Ludlow Manufacturing Associates in Ludlow, occurred about
November 5, resulting ultimately in closing the mill, except the machine
shop. Approximately 1,100 operatives were affected by this strike. On
November 9 the Board visited Ludlow and conferred with the ofllcials
of the company and with representatives of the employees, members of
Local No. 2400 of the United Textile Workers of America, resulting in
a joint conference being held in the evening, at which the demands of
the employees, including an increase in wage rates and a union shop,
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were presented. This conference was adjourned and resumed on No-
vember 13, at which time the Board submitted recommendations for ad-
justing the controversy, which were acceptable to the company but were
not accepted by the employees as no wage increase was provided for.
As this industrial strife continued with some disturbances, the Board
held a further conference with the parties at Ludlow on December 6, at
which time further recommendations were submitted which were later
accepted in writing by the parties, and work was resumed in so far as
business conditions warranted.
Webster. The Board, at the request of a committee of leading citizens,
visited Webster on November 30 and conferred with them relative to
differences arising between the employees, members of Local No. 2385
of the United Textile Workers of America, and the Slater Mills, Inc. (fin-
ishing mill). The issues involved were discussed with this committee
and with representatives of the employees and later with officials of the
company. As a result a conference was arranged, to be held with repre-
sentatives of the company and of the employees on Monday evening,
December 3, at Webster. At that time the Board conferred with repre-
sentatives of the parties. After a full discussion of the differences,
chief among which was a demand for a wage increase, the Board offered
to appoint an expert to make an examination of the financial and indus-
trial condition of the company relative to the question of justification
for an increase in the wage rates. This suggestion proved to be accept-
able, with the understanding that a further conference was to be held
after such investigation was completed. The investigation completed, a
conference was held later in Webster, at which time, after going over
the report, it was agreed that a copy should be sent to the parties and,
after allowing time for further consideration of the same, a further
meeting should be held, pending which there was to be no labor contro-
versy resulting in the cessation of work.
Dudley. At the meeting with the citizens' committee in Webster on
November 30, the matter of a strike of employees of the Stevens Linen
Works in the adjoining town of Dudley, many of whom, however lived
in Webster, was also considered. This strike had been in effect since
November 27, involving at least one-half of the employees. At that time
there were between 700 and 800 operatives employed, although at times
the company had employed a much larger number. After conferring
with representatives of the employees, members of Local No. 2384 of the
United Textile Workers of America, and with representatives of the
company, it was arranged to hold a joint conference at Webster on the
afternoon of December 3. On December 3 the Board conferred with
representatives of these employees, having been notified by the repre-
sentative of the company that he would be unable to be present. The
demands and grievances were outlined. The Board then stated that an
endeavor would be made, after conferring with the officials of the com-
pany, to arrange a joint conference. Such joint conference was later
held at the State House and after a discussion of the issues, which
related chiefly to working conditions although the issues of a union shop
and wage increase were presented, it appeared that the real obstacle
to an ad^'istment was the basis of these employees returning to work,
some new employees having in the meantime been hired. Recommenda-
tions were submitted by the Board as a basis for settling this contro-
versy, which were accepted by the company but rejected by the em-
ployees. Later, however, a further joint conference was held at Webster
and further recommendations submitted by the Board which were ac-
cepted by the parties and this controversy was settled with full resump-
tion of work.
Southbridge. The Hamilton Woolen Company, Inc., has operated its
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mill in Southbridge for over one hundred years and under its present
management since its re-organization in 1927, normally employing about
a thousand operatives and having during peak periods employed over
;
twelve hundred, being the second largest industrj' in this town. j
The strike occurred about four o'clock in the afternoon on November .
14, nearly one-half of the employees quitting work on this and subse- I
quent days. At this time the company was operating two shifts with i
nearly a thousand employees, having, as the Board is inform.ed, taken
|
orders m.ainly for the purpose of keeping the mill operating and which
it was anticipated would furnish employment until at least February
[
first, of which the employees were aware. '
The following is a brief outline of the facts leading up to, accompany- '
ing and following the strike. At the time of the general strike called by i
the United Textile Workers of America on September 4, and which was
;
nation-wide, the operatives in this factory remained at work. However,
two days after, the president of the company stated, by reason of the
j
entrance of the flying squadrons, so-called, the mill closed. The mill i
reopened on September 24, as requested by the President of the United
States, when the general strike was called off. Thereafter, apparently
differences arose between the company and its employees, members of
;
the newly-organized local of the United Textile Workers of America,
^
relative to alleged discrimination against and threatened discharge of i
members of this local, resulting in the cessation of work of a substan- \
tial number of these employees on September 27.
;
On September 28 the Board visited Southbridge and interviewed '
Richard Lennihan, president, B. Loring Young, a director and counsel \
for the company, and other officials and also conferred with a committee
j
of the striking employees, consisting of Ira R. Dickens, organizer of the i
United Textile Workers of America; Thomas Flynn, organizer; Jean 1
Gauthier, president; Paul Vermiere, vice president; Catherine Reilly, i
recording secretary, and Vivian Labonte, secretary of this local. As a
j
result, the Board arranged a joint conference in the afternoon, the com- !
pany being represented by Messrs. Lennihan and Young and the em- i
ployees by the above-named committee. There was a general presenta-
tion of complaints and differences and also of demands for a union
j
shop and wage increase. The Board centered its discussion on the issue i
of union recognition under the collective-bargaining provision of Article i
7-A of the National Industrial Recovery Act, the parties readily coming I
to an understanding as the representatives of the company expressed :
their willingness to take up grievances or other issues which might \
arise with any representatives these employees might choose, and a
tentative understanding was reached relative to the procedure for pre-
senting such differences. It was also orally agreed that any differences
which the parties were unable to adjust would be submitted to the
Board for determination, pending which there would be no strike or
i
lockout. In the meantime the employees were to return to work without
discrimination. This basis for adjusting the controversy, while meeting
with the approval of this committee, was subject to acceptance by the 1
employees at their meeting held that evening. The Board was later 1
informed of such acceptance and the employees returned to work on.
j
October 1.
No notice or information was received of any differences arising
between the company and the employees until late in the evening of ;
November 14. The Board was notified that evening by counsel for the
j
company that a strike had occurred in the mill late that afternoon. The (
chairman endeavored to get in communication with Joseph Sylvia, an j
organizer of this union, who, it was understood, had been present when
]
the strike was called, but was unable to do so. However, the Board
i
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visited Southbridge on Friday, November 16, and conferred with Mr.
Dickens relative to the matter. Mr. Dickens stated that complaint had
been made to the Textile Labor Relations Board that day, claiming dis-
crimination against union employees, and also stated that he was going
to Washington and would then inform the chairman whether or not the
committee would again enter a conference, as requested by the Board, it
being called to his attention that there was a failure on the part of the
striking employees to abide by the terms of the settlement made at the
previous conference.
The Board then visited the office of the company and interviewed Mr.
Lennihan and other officials, who stated that various complaints had
been made by representatives of the union employees which had been
taken up and investigated by the company and discussed with the em-
ployees' representatives; that no notice had been given to the company
of this intended strike; nor were any demands made until the morning
of November 16, when the following written demands were received:
1. Union shop Increase of wages
2. Reduction of machine load 4. Equal distribution of work.
Mr. Lennihan also stated that when the strike occurred he had made
request through the chief of police, who was at the mill, to have Miss
Gauthier, the president, call and discuss the cause of the strike with
him, but was informed that she declined to do so. He further stated
the second shift had been discontinued.
The chairman received a telephone communication from Mr. Dickens
on November 18 and, as a result, a joint conference was held in South-
bridge on November 19. At this conference the company was repre-
sented by Messrs. Lennihan, Young, Ross G. Walker, treasurer, and
James T. Sutcliffe, production manager, and the employees by Mr. Syl-
via and the committee, with the exception of Mr. Flynn, who were in
attendance at the conference on September 28. At this conference the
issues were discussed, including cases of discrimination, some of which
had previous to this conference been presented to and discussed by the
the Board with Mr. Lennihan and other officials. Following this dis-
cussion an understanding was reached as to the procedure for taking
up any grievances and complaints which might thereafter arise and
such as the parties were unable to adjust were to be submitted to the
Board for determination.
The question of a union shop was temporarily, at least, dismissed.
Questions relative to the stretch-out, so-called, and increase in wages,
by reason of the fact that these two matters were being considered by
boards established under federal jurisdiction, were agreed to be waived
pending such reports. Equal division of work was also accepted as a
basis of employment. The representatives of the employees then asked
Mr. Lennihan to take down the notices which had previously been
posted and which notified employees in substance that while they had
a right, they were not compelled to join the union. This he declined to
do. The meeting then broke up with the demand for a union shop be-
ing revived and without having discussed what presumably would have
been a major issue, that of the employees returning to work in their
former positions.
Later Anna Weinstock, a federal conciliator, representing the Tex-
tile Labor Relations Board, visited Southbridge and conferred with the
parties. On being informed by Mr. Lennihan that the Board had the
matter in charge, she and her associate, Mr. Robertson, conferred with
the Board on December 3. As a result a joint conference was arranged
to be held in Southbridge on December 5 between representatives of the
employees and of the company, to which she and her associate were in-
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vited and attended. At this conference there was only a general, brief
discussion of the existing differences, as it was recognized that at the
previous conferences an understanding had been reached and the ma-
chinery established for taking up any future differences that might
arise.
An understanding was also reached as to the other matters in con-
troversy, leaving as the single, outstanding issue remaining, the de-
mand of the committee that the employees return to work in their
former positions. Representatives of the company declined again to
accede to this, taking the attitude that they would not displace the em-
ployees, about one hundred and twenty-five in number, who had been
employed since the strike, coming, as they did, from Southbridge and
vicinity and some of whom had formerly worked for the company. As
this was a crucial issue the Board, in co-operation with the federal con-
ciliators, discussed with the representative of the company a com-
promise whereby the company should at once resume its two-shift op-
erations and work in each department at full capacity, taking back all
the employees without discrimination in so far as business conditions
warranted. If, at the expiration of two weeks, all of the employees had
not been taken back the matter was to be submitted to the Board, which
through arbitration would determine what employees, if any, should
be taken back and what others, if any, discharged or otherwise dis-
placed. This met with the approval of the company provided it came
as a recommendation of the Board. However, this did not meet with
the approval of the employees' committee and as a result the confer-
ence ended.
In the meantime, Mr. Riviere, the fourth vice-president of the United
Textile Workers of America, came to the conference but after the em-
ployers' group had left. This proposed compromise was further dis-
cussed by the Board with the committee and Mr. Riviere and, as finally
left, was to be presented at the meeting of the employees that night for
action and the Board notified thereof. In the meantime assurance was
secured from Mr. Lennihan that no new operatives would be employed
the next day and that the company would still be willing to accept this
compromise if recommended by the Board, which the Board was pre-
pared to do. Unfortunately the employees at their meeting rejected
this basis of adjustment and the Board was so informed the following
afternoon.
On December 11 the directors issued a statement announcing the
closing of the mill, alleging the cause to be the continued labor contro-
versies. This came to the attention of the Board through the press on
the morning of December 12 and immediately the Board assigned a
hearing at Southbridge on December 14 as a part of its investigation to
determine which of the parties to this controversy was mainly respon-
sible or blameworthy for the existence or continuance of the same. How-
ever, this controversy, as it will appear, having been settled, no report
placing such blame was made. At this hearing Mr. Lennihan, in out-
lining the position of the company, read a statement announcing that by
reason of the labor controversies "the company had definitely decided
to close the mill permanently." Mr. Sylvia and others, speaking for the
striking employees, in turn outlined the claims of discrimination and
grievances which they contended were the cause of the strike. Evidence
was also offered by the employees on behalf of their fellow employees
who remained at work as to the fair and satisfactory conditions of em-
ployment and their desire to have the privilege of continuing at work.
Later in the afternoon of December 18 the board of directors issued a
further statement, outlining in detail the position of the company as a
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result of these labor controversies, concluding with the following : "The
directors have, therefore, arranged to call a special meeting of the
stockholders and have voted to recommend the liquidation of the com-
pany."
On December 20 the Board sent the following telegram to Miss Jean
Gauthier, President Southbridge Local, U. T. W. of A., at Southbridge
:
The Board of Conciliation and Arbitration recommends and
urges the immediate calling-off of the strike now in progress
at Hamilton Woolen Mills. Situation calls for a major and not
minor operation. If and when recommendation is accepted the
Board will immediately make further recommendations to the
company and employees, giving a fair and reasonable basis for
adjustment of this controversy which will afford ample protec-
tion to the rights and privileges of all parties concerned.
No response being received to this telegram, the Board invited the
committee of employees to a conference, held on Monday, January 7, at
the State House. There were present Mr. Dickens, Jean Gauthier,
Catherine Reilly, Vivian Labonte and Mr. Daoust. At this conference
the necessity for immediate and favorable action on the recommenda-
tion of the Board was forcibly impressed upon this committee in order
that the Board might be in a position to confer immediately with the
board of directors and officials of the company and secure, if possible,
favorable action tow^ards the reopening of this mill, the necessity for
immediate action being that the question of the liquidation of this com-
pany was to come before a meeting of the stockholders to be held on
January 15. After a general discussion, followed by the committee con-
ferring together, they informed the Board that they were prepared to
advise the acceptance of the recommendation of the Board to call off
the strike and place the entire matter in the Board's hands for adjust-
ment, stating that a meeting of the union was to be held the next day.
It later appeared that the meeting was adjourned without any action
being taken to the following day, Wednesday, January 9.
On Thursday, January 10, it appeared in the press that at this meet-
ing the recommendation of the Board had been rejected by a vote of
480 to 2. In so far as the Board had information this committee on
Wednesday morning was still prepared to advocate acceptance of the
recommendation and that the general sentiment among the operatives in
Southbridge this morning appeared also to be favorable to such action,
but for some reason concerning which the Board then had no informa-
tion, the entire attitude suddenly changed, with the result that the
recommendation of the Board was apparently rejected. The result of
this unfortunate action on the part of these employees cannot be viewed
otherwise than as placing a very serious stumbJing-block in the way of
securing the reopening of the mill, showing as it did a disposition on
the part of the striking employees unwarrantably to continue this in-
dustrial strife. The Board is strongly of the opinion that if its recom-
mendation had been accepted, as approved by the committee on Mon-
day, the efforts to secure the continued operation of this mill would have
had reasonable prospects of success.
Relative to the complaints of discrimination, including those pre-
sented at the hearing, some of which had been discussed with the repre-
sentatives of the company and employees, separately and in joint con-
ference, by the terms of the adjustment made under date of September
28, hereinbefore outlined, all such differences which arose and were not
amicably adjusted by the parties were, without cessation of work, to be
submitted to this Board for determination.
During the strike there was mass picketing and acts of violence also
occurred. To what extent this violence has been occasioned by the
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strikers or their sympathizers or others, the Board is not in a position
to state.
Recognizing the unrest which exists by reason of industrial and
economic conditions, the Board can well visualize that in communities
like the present where labor unions have not previously existed, or at
least not to any extent, and where labor controversies resulting in the
cessation of work are an unusual occurrence, it is only natural that those
entrusted with the operation of the mill should at first not view with
sympathy or favor any new organization without outside affiliations,
whose activities affect employment; and also, that this attitude may to
some extent be reflected by the other employees who are not members
of the union.
On the . other hand, it may as justly be visualized that the employees,
members of the union, which is a new organization to them and accom-
panied with the right of collective bargaining, in turn may be and un-
fortunately are unduly enthused and expect too much sympathy, encour-
agement and support from their organization relative to any complaints,
real or assumed, which they may have against those having supervision
over their work and even against their fellow employees, not members
of the union. This is a formative period calling for the utmost restraint
on the part of the employer and employee and it is especially incum-
bent on the employees, members of the new union, to realize that
through word and act they should justify their new relationship and
prove its worth, not only to themselves but to the company and their
fellow employees. Apparently there has been failure on the part of the
supervisory force of the mill and the employees as well, members of the
union, to recognize this fact and exercise that degree of patience and
tolerance necessary for the maintenance of industrial peace.
The aroused public interest in this labor controversy has been so
pronounced; the opportunities offered for adjusting the same so fair
and reasonable, even in face of the unjustifiable cessation of work on
the part of these employees; the results so disastrous to the community,
the company and employees, union and non-union as well, that it af-
fords a more forceful example of the futility of protracted labor strife.
At the meeting of the stockholders on January 15 it was voted to li-
quidate the company. A few days late President Lennihan announced
that in the process of liquidation the company might afford about two
months' work, providing the employees would return and work in
harmony, and the mill would be reopened on January 28 if such assur-
ance was given. After some consideration and meetings of the em-
ployees, members of Local No. 2324, the Board understands the strike
was called off and employment resumed on January 28, with the great
majority returning to work and more to be employed as the work war-
ranted. Since then the Board is informed that this company has sold
its mill and that the same is to continue to be operated by the purchaser.
Wareham and Vicinity. Early in September a labor controversy, as
was the case the previous year, arose between the cranberry growers in
Wareham and vicinity and employees, resulting in disturbances and
some violence. The Board visited Wareham on September 10, conferred
with several of these growers and discussed the situation in detail.
They stated that while some of the employees were being withheld
through fear from coming to work, yet they had all the help they needed.
It appeared that in normal periods there were about 5,000 employees in
this work, the season for which was short for approximately three-
fourths of this number. The Board then conferred with the board of
selectmen and later with representatives of the striking employees.
Among their demands were an increase in wage rates and a correction
of working and sanitary conditions, including a union agreement. As
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a result it was apparent to the Board that while this strike was affect-
ing this industry to a limited extent only, it was occasioning a serious
condition of disturbance in this locality. The Board on the following
day submitted recommendations for settlement of the controversy,
which were accepted by these employees but not by the employers. As
a result the Board held a further conference with the representatives
of thes€ employees, recommending that the strike be called off and the
Board would then make an investigation of this industry relative to
wage rates, sanitary conditions, etc. This recommendation was accepted
and the controversy ended. The Board then proceeded with its investi-
gation, which is still in progress at the close of the year.
While in numbers the joint applications for arbitration have been less
than those presented during the previous four years, yet these applica-
tions have been more diversified, both as to occupations and issues in-
volved, than those presented for several years. This has been occa-
sioned to some extent by reason of agreements made between the em-
ployers and employees in the tanning industry in Peabody and vicinity,
also including Woburn and Winchester, under the terms of which the
Board has been called upon to arbitrate prices and other issues; also,
as a result of settlements made in the textile and other industries where
the Board has been called upon through arbitration to fix wage rates
which the parties were unable to adjust.
List of Industries Affected and Principal Differences in
Conciliation and Arbitration Cases
Inditstries Affected: Baby carriage. Baking, Building, Carpet, Chemi-
cals, Coal, Cranberry, Fish, Furniture, Japanning, Meat, Paper, Paper
Bag, Pocketbook, Restaurant, Shoe, Tanning, Thread, Textile, Trans-
portation, Window Cleaning.
Principal Differences: Wages, Working Conditions, Discharge, Dis^
crimination.
Arbitration
Conciliation
Arbitration
Industries Affected Issues Arbitrated
Wages, Conditions
Wages
Wages
Discharge, Wages
Wages
Discrimination, Discharge, Wages
Discrimination
Baking
Coal
Paper
Shoe
Silk
Tannery
Textile
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DECISIONS
MAJESTIC SHOE COMPANY, INC.—LOWELL
December 4, 1933
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Majestic Shoe Company, Inc., of Lowell, and employees. (100)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly-author-
ized representatives concerning the subject-matter of the controversy, investi-
gated the work in question, its character and the conditions under which it is
performed, and considered the report of an expert assistant, the Board awards
that the following prices shall be paid by the Majestic Shoe Company, Inc., at
Lowell, for the work as there performed:
Cutting department: Per 36 Pairs
Outsides:
By machine ....... $0.57
By hand 94
Brown kid, by machine .90
Brown kid and heel covers, by hand ... 1.39
Cloth
:
By machine... .28
By hand 43
Heel covers from pieces, by machine; extra .18
Heel covers, by machine .... .12
Quarter linings:
By machine ..... .055
By hand . .16
Toe linings:
Bv machine ...... .035
By hand . .. . .08
Vamp doublers:
By machine ... .026
By hand .065
Backing:
Vamps, by machine . .0325
Quarters, by machine. .. .04
Quarters, by hand .... .06
Tip or one foxing, by hand ...... .20
Sock linings, by hand ....... .07
I Dinking:
Socks 04
Tufsta vamp 02
Tufsta quarter 0275
Lining straps .035
Tongues and No. 706-2 front pieces:
Regular stock .... .055
Pieces . . .085
Tongue lining .... .025
Non-slips ... .035
Eye-stays ..... .07
Tip .12
One foxing ...... -OV
Tip backing . .0275
Foxing backing .0175
Stitching department:
Painting sizes:
Vamp 025
Quarter .025
Stamping linings .045
Lining making .135
Sewing non-slips .10
Closing lining:
Front .056
Heel seam .065
Closing quarter .0725
Staying quarter .0725
Taping quarter .065
Rubbing down quarter .045
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Open-seam quarter ....
Closing front, Regent .
Stitching tongue lining to vamp lining
Pump stitching:
Tongue ....
Scalloped tongue ....
Sport tongue .....
Doubling vamps .....
Cementing:
Underlay vamp .....
Lining to tongue ...
Iron backing on quarters
Cementing underlay or cut-out vamp
Cementing underlay or two cut-out quarters
Cutting-out machine:
Vamp or one quarter
Two quarters ....
Marking:
For fancy vamp or one quarter
For fancy, two quarters
Matchmarking:
Vamp .....
Quarter
. .
Punching holes, oxford
Eyeletting:
Oxford ...
Two-eyelet side tie
Trimming oxford eye-stay
Sewing buckles . .
Sizing-out
Skiving:
Vamps ...
Quarters
Foxings
.
Cementing for pressed vamp or quarter
Pressing vamp or quarter
Stitching French cord
Snipping and cementing French cord
Pressing French cord
Imitation binding:
Pump and oxford
Center buckle ...
T-strap
Oxford throat
Cloth oxford
Nos. 706-2 and 706-3
Trimming oxford threads
Barring oxford
Vamping:
Side
Regent and No. 706-3
Blucher
. .
No 706-2, side tie
Stitching tongue to vamp
Stiching one row, strip throat
Dinking:
Overlays
:
.
No. 14-702 .
.
No. 16-702 ....
No. 17-702 ....
No. 705-10 . .
No. 705-11, complete
Tongue, Nos. 706-6 and 935
Straps, No. 705
Regular tongue and No. 706-2 front
Overlay, No. 706-2
Overlay, No. 706-3
Per
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Per C6 Pairs
Eye-stay, regular SO Oo5
Eye-stay, No. 706-9
. 08
Straps, No. 706-8 09
Cut-outs, No. 16-702
.105
Cut-outs, No. 706-2
.135
Fancy stitching:
No. 706-1 :
Seven rows on vamps 1.05
Three rows on quarters
.60
Scalloped tongue
.25
Plain tongue . . Ig^
No. 706-10:
Two rows on vamps ...... .60
Four rows on quarters
.70
Plain tongue
.18
Scalloped tongue ,25
No. 706-9:
Two rows on vamps
. .45
Two rows on foxings
.45
Stiching eye-stay and one row .
. .36
Scalloped tongue ...... .25
No. 706-11:
Two rows on vamps 1.26
Four rows on quarters ....... .96
Plain tongue .18
No. 706-8:
Two rows, gimp stitch, on vamp
. .36
Four rows, gimp, on quarters
. .65
Overlaying, four straps on quarters .67
No. 706-2:
One row of stitching on vamp .18
One overlay on quarter .60
Closing two fronts on quarters .18
Overlap on vamp ... 1.05
Two cut-outs on vamp .... .45
One cut-out on quarter ... .22
Another shoe No. 706-2:
Closing two fronts . .18
Three rows on quarters and overlay .81
No. 702:
Three rows on quarters .36
Overlay quarters . .69
Three rows on vamps ... .45
Overlay vamps .... 1.08
No. 705-10:
Overlay strap, quarters ... .54
Gimp stitch, six lines in vamp .42
Gimp stitch, three lines on quarter . .21
Overlay on vamp . . .33
No. 706-6:
Vamp rows . .30
Quarter rows .67
Tongue, cloth, scalloped .25
Straight tongue .18
N. 16-702:
Five rows on vamps .36
One row on quarter .18
Overlay .54
Cut-out vamps .22
No. 14-702:
Two overlays and two rows on overlays .67
No. 15-702:
Five perforations on vamp 1.50
One perforation -27
No. 17-702:
Three overlays on vamps 1.62
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Per 36 Pairs
No. 705-11:
Underlay on vamp $0.30
Underlay outside quarter only...... .22
Overlay on two quarters .60
No. 706-7 oxford:
Eight rows on vamps .70
Eight rows on quarters ... 1.08
Plain tongue . ,18
Scalloped tongue .... .25
Same pattern with four rows off .54
No. 705 straps added with this pattern on one-strap .24
No. 706-3:
Three rows on vamps .45
Overlay on vamps ... 1.08
Three rows on quarters ... .36
Overlay on quarters . . .69
Tongue on oxford ..... .18
Tongue on oxford, scalloped .25
Pump stitching:
Strap shoe ......... .59
Strap 055
Pump and oxford ...... .35
Strap 0225
Sport oxford ........ .39
U-throat and side tie.... . .47
Giving out work .......... .06
Putting in paper.......... .03
Assembling .19
Smoothing linings ...... .02
Pulling-over . .29
Cementing lining........ .04
Side lasting ...... .50
Heelseat lasting ......... .09
Toe lasting .......... .45
Pounding ........ .07
Tacking shank and filler ....... .07
Sole-laying ......... ,18
Putting on rubber sole......... .08
Cementing:
Shoe bottom.......... .07
Rubber sole ......... ,07
Goodyear stitching ......... .40
Roll sports 07
Loose railing ........ ,09
Heel nailing:
Wood .06
Leather ....... .24
Solid rubber ........ .20
Tacking straps .... ... .04
Pulling tack from strap ....... ,025
Pulling tack from shoe back........ ,025
Pulling lasts:
By machine ........ .045
By hand 0625
McKay sewing ,19
Cementing channels .05
Leveling ,13
Leveling sport, rubber ..... 06
Cutting-on Cuban or Louis .
. ,27
Trimming Cuban heel .... . . .04
Pounding heelseat ..... .05
Flapping and trimming Louis . . ,30
Cementing flaps . ... .07
Breast-scouring .03
Rasping .05
Edgetrimming ,25
Edgesetting 20
DECISIONS 15
Per 36 Pairs
Buffing:
Bottoms
Cuban soles .
Naumkeaging
Heel-burnishing
Heel-shaving
Heel-scouring
Heel-waxing
Heel-breasting (leather)
Cementing rubber heels
Staining leather heels
Painting and filling bottoms
Painting and filling black bottoms
Polishing:
Bottoms ......
.07
Black bottoms ....
.095
Ironing:
Cloth, suede and suedette
.70
Kaffir kid and brown kid .....
.90
Patent leather ...... 1.00
Combination; extra
.10
Repairing:
Patent leather ..... .33
Kaffir kid and brown kid
.13
Kaffir kid by packer . . .05
White 26
Elk 13
Elk by packer ........ .05
Dressing:
Each coat ........ .06
Vamps, each coat . .03
Heels, two coats
. . .03
Satin and suedette ...... .09
Cleaning sports ...... .08
Sock linings ...... .07
Cleaning linings ..... .05
Ragging white shoes ...... .04
Cleaning edges ........ .02
Punching:
One hole ....... .03
Two holes . .05
Lacing
. .04
Buckling
. .04
Cutting ribbon and making bow .04
Singeing shoes .... .04
Singeing suede and cloth .... .06
Trimming threads
. . .02
Lacing, putting on ornament and cutting . .09
Cutting reeds
. . .035
Putting in reeds .035
Brushing suedes
. .09
Booth trimming ..... .13
Packing ... .11
Cutting channel ..... .105
Shanking-out .0825
Splitting Louis
.
.04
Blacking .0234
Turning channels .0725
Rounding and stamping . . ... .06
Skiving
. . .015
Wetting stock .015
Cutting innersoles .05
Stapling tacks .03
Buffing Louis soles .02
Assembling soles and innersoles .01
Rubber, complete .24
$0.07
.03
.09
.08
.20
.20
.065
.06
.045
.035
.09
.095
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Lasting department:
Pkking lasts ...
Putting up work .
Tacking innersoles, by hand or machine
Assembling ...
Pulling-over, by hand or machine
Operating Consolidated machine, all around
Side lasting
Operating bed machine
Pounding
Laying soles .
Tacking filler or shank
Cementing:
Bottom or sole
Channels before sole is laid
Channels after sole is laid
Leveling ...
McKay-sewing
Re-lasting ....
Cobbling ...
Flexing soles
Sewing, Rapid stitch
Pulling lasts
Repairing; per week, $16.50.
Packing; per week, $16.50.
Treeing
Per Hour
$0.40
.40
.40
.70
.75
.75
.75
.70
.60
.70
.40
.40
.40
.40
.60
.70
.45
.60
.40
.70
.45
.75
1
MERRIMACK SHOE MANUFACTURING COMPANY—LOWELL
December 4, 1983
In the matter of the joint apqjlication for arbitration of a controversy betw en
the Merrimack Shoe Manufacturing Company of Lotvcll and ernployces.
(91)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly author-
ized representatives concerning the subject-matter of the controversy, investi-
gated the work in question, its character, and the conditions under which it
is performed, and considered the report of an expert assistant, the Board
awards that the following prices shall be paid by the Merrimack Shoe
Manufacturing Company at Lowell, for the work as there performed:
Cutting Department: Per 36 Pairs
Outside cutting (including skins of all sizes and combination-
width cases)
:
Patent leather and black calf, base.
Base prices:
Circular vamp ........ $0.64
Plain pump quarter ....... ,50
Blucher oxford quarter ....... .64
Regent quarter ........ .64
Bal. oxford quarter ....... .64
Cut-off-strap quarter . . . . • . . .64
Tips, all kinds .435
Foxings, all kinds, four to a pair ..... .48
Vamp saddles, all kinds . . . • . . .34
Quarter saddles, four to a pair ..... .34
Seamless pump ........ .99
Heel covers ......... .21
Extras
:
All formations:
2 to a pair OS
a pair
a pair
4 to
8 to
Combination
Slots
Pricking holes
Leather extras:
Black kid
patterns
.11
.19
.09
.00
.00
1/K>
1 16
,21
17
Per 36 Pairs
. $0.33
.18
.33
.47
.29
DECISIONS
Black kid suede .......
Black calf suede .......
Colored kid ........
Colored kid suede .......
Colored calf suede .....
Fabric shoes, four-thick; 50 9c of base price.
Cutting by machine; 60% of base price.
Trimming cutting (including skins of all sizes and combina-
tion-width cases)
:
Prices based on sheepskin.
Quarter linings, including formations:
By hand:
Pump .33
Blucher oxford .33
Bal. oxford ........ .33
Leather vamp lining ...... .29
Extras
:
Kid skin .03
Slots 05
By machine; 60% of hand price.
Cloth lining cutting:
By machine, all kinds ......
By hand, including formations:
With one hole .......
With three holes .......
Cutting doublers:
Vamp .........
Quarter .........
Formations, extra .......
Seamless ........
Block cutting:
Small plain dies, two pieces to a pair
Tongue linings
Backstays
Leather inlays
Leather overlays
Small dies, four to a pair ...... .08
Sti:ap linings
Straps
Leather overlays
Leather inlays
Small plain dies, four to a pair ..... .03
Imitation leather, cut eight-thick
Small fancy dies, four to a pair • . • • .115
Tubes
Stabs
Large plain dies, four to a pair . . . • .115
Leather inlays
Leather overlays
Straps
Strap linings
Tongues, two to a pair ....... .07
Buckram, two to a pair, cut four-thick .025
Tufstay, two to a pair, cut 16-thick • . .015
Sock linings:
Imitation leather, cut eight-thick ... .05
Leather .... . . .10
Day work; $0.75 per hour.
Stockfitting Department:
Compo process:
Moulding and boxing ..... .045
Marking and casing up • -04
Buffing and putting up work ... .06
Flexing and skiving ....... .045
Rounding ......... .07
.06
.095
.12
.055
.07
.01
.095
.04
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Per 36 P{
Shanking-out $0.05
Cutting innersoles ........ .06
Tacking innersoles ........ .045
Splitting and cementing flaps ...... .05
Feather-edging foreparts ...... .045
Roughing . • • . . . • .10
Cementing ......... .08
Randing foreparts and shanks...... .09
Stitching Department:
Top stitching (including collars, overlays or tabs on top line
of shoes; also combination widths) :
Plain pump ......... .49
Blucher oxford quarters ...... .49
One-eyelet-tie quarters ....... .49
Gore step-in, stitched around gores ..... .54
Tongues ....... .25
Skiving (including all leathers and combination-width cases) :
Straight top-line quarters ...... .1075
Blucher oxford, three-eyelet ...... .155
Blucher oxford, five-eyelet ...... .17
Overlays, straight (narrow) ...... .14
Eye stays .1075
Foxingrs:
Two to a pair ........ .07
Four to a pair .1075
Tips 065
Fronts of vamps ........ .065
Regent vamps......... .085
Cementing for pressing (including all leathers and combina-
tion-width cases)
:
Straight top-line quarters ...... .065
Blucher oxford, three-eyelet ...... .065
Overlays, four to a pair, when separate .... .065
Eye-stays, when separate ...... .065
Foxings, when separate:
Two to a pair ........ .065
Four to a pair ........ .065
Tips 065
Front of vamps ...... .065
Regent vamps ..... ... .065
Blucher oxford, five-eyelet ...... .065
French-cord stitching (including collars, overlays or tabs on
top line of shoes; also combination widths) :
Plain pumps ......... .40
Gore step-in ......... .40
One-eyelet tie • • • • • • • • • .40
Tongues .......... .21
Stops; 24 for $0.01
French-cord cementing (including snipping and conditions of
French-cord stitching; does not include suede or satin) :
Plain pump ......... .105
Gore step-in . . . . . . . . . 105
One-eyelet tie . .105
Tongues .055
Stops; 24 for $0.01
French-cord turning (including cemented binding and Parco
binding and conditions of French-cord stitching) :
Plain pump ......... .36
Gore step-in ......... .36
One-eyelet tie • • • • • • • • • .36
Tongues.......... .16
Stops; 24 for $0.01
Vamping (including all leathers and combination-width
cases) :
Plain pump . . • • • • . . 36
Regent pump ......... .58
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Per 8fi Pairs
Blucher oxford (held-back lining) ..... $0.7n
Gore step-in circular vamp ...... .58
Barring, V-shape . . . .18
One-eyelet tie • • • • • • • . . .75
Siding up blucher lining ....... .18
Centering vamp . • • . . . . . .03
Pressing (including combination-width cases and all leathers
excepting suede)
:
Straight top-line quarters . . . . . .20
Blucher oxford, three-eyelet .... .26
Blucher oxford, five-eyelet .26
Overlays, four to a pair, when separate • .22
Eye-stays, when separate . . . . ,20
Foxings, when separate:
Two to a pair . • . . .11
Four to a pair . . .19
Tips 16
Front of vamps .12
Regent vamps • • • • . .12
Suede, extra ......... .02
Fancy stitching (including stitching of all kinds to marked
lines on all leathers and combination-width cases; not in-
cluding stitching to edge of leather)
:
Per inch, up to 12 inches ...... .028
Per inch, over 12 inches....... .015
Stops, each stop; extra, 36 to a pair..... .028
Including edge work such as stitching tips, foxings, eye-
stays, overlays, tabs, underlays, etc., of all kinds of
leathers to uppers of all kinds of leathers, and including
combination-width cases:
Per inch, up to 12 inches . . . .04
Per inch, over 12 inches ...... .03
Stops, each stop; extra, 36 to a pair.... .028
Holding on, each piece; extra ..... .09
Stitching cut-outs:
Two to a pair......... .25
Four to a pair......... .40
Six to a pair • • • • • .54
Stitching tongues to vamps:
Straight 18
Sprung .......... .21
Eureka marking .04
Vamp
Quarter
Stamping linings • ....... .04
Closing linings ......... .055
Making linings; blucher oxford, stitching tongue to lining .105
Making linings • . • • • • .18
Bal. oxford
Pump
Backing, by machine: *
Two to a pair 0.05
Four to a pair .095
Dieing-out:
Vamps, flat condition ....... .07
Quarters, flat condition • -12
Quarters, one side .095
Quarter saddle, flat condition • .12
Quarter saddle, one side . . • • • • .095
Tongues .07
Foxings
:
Four to a pair . • .12
Two to a pair -065
Tips .065
Plugs, two to a pair ..... .065
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Per 36 Pair
All other operations:
Two to a pair ?0.065
Four to a pair ........ .12
Dieing-out with mask:
Quarters, one side . • • • . • • ' • .145
Quarters, both sides . . . . . . • .165
Vamps 1075
Hand cut-outs (dieing-out)
:
Two to a pair......... .08
Four to a pair ........ .145
Bench work: as to operators doing various small operations,
the company is to make an adjustment of piece prices so
as to enable the operators to earn the minimum of the
Code or over.
Eyeletting:
Flat work:
One eyelet ......... .11
Two eyelets • • . . . • . • .11
Three eyelets 12
Four eyelets ........ .12
Five eyelets • • • • . . . . .13
Made-up shoes; eyeletted after being vamped:
One eyelet ......... .13
Two eyelets......... .13
Three eyelets ........ .145
Four eyelets ........ .145
Five eyelets......... .1575
Lasting Department:
Compo process:
Putting up work ........ .09
Tacking innersoles ........ .07
Assembling ......... .33
Cementing linings ........ .06
Pulling-over ......... .33
Side lasting ......... .75
Bed lasting ......... .57
Heelseat lasting . . . ... . . .14
Trimming uppers ........ .065
Pounding ......... ,145
Pulling tacks ......... .05
Tacking shanks, two tacks ...... .085
Cement filling, by hand ....... .04
Marking shanks, size for size and width for width . . .085
Roughing shanks, Bresnahan machine . . . . .12
Roughing foreparts, Bresnahan machine • • . . .12
Cementing bottoms by machine, no filler . .13
Tacking soles, compo • . . . . . . .13
Conveying, Bresnahan machine ..... .275
Last pulling
:
By hand 09
By machine......... .06
McKay lasting: Per Houiv
Picking lasts ......... .40
Putting up work ........ .40
Tacking innersoles by hand or machine .... .40
Assembling ......... .70
Pulling-over, by hand or machine . . .75
Side lasting ......... .75
Bed-machine operating ....... .70
Pounding ......... .60
Laying soles, compo ....... .60
Tacking filler or shank ....... .40
Re-lasting . . . . ' . . . . . .45
Cobbling .60
Pulling lasts ......... .45
|F DECISIONS
Making Room:
Compo process:
Fitting wood heels:
Cubans .....
Louis
Continental •
Flapping:
Louis
Continental •
Cementing flaps
Rasping .
Pounding heelseats and trimming shanks
Edgetrimming •
Edgesetting
Buffing foreparts:
Louis .
Cubans
Compressive duster
Naumkeaging .
Painting bottoms
Waxing and polishing painted bottoms
Blacking bottoms all over
Rolling, waxing and polishing black bottoms
Re-lasting
Pulling re-lasts
Dotting, two dots
Wood-heel nailing
Scratching bottoms
Packing Department:
Compo process (all shoes including tongues, collars, laps,
straps, inlays, appliques, cut-outs and wood heels) :
Treeing (including dressing, two coats, or polishing
and ragging, or doping and ragging, ironing and
cleaning) :
21
Per 36 Pairs
$0.46
.46
.46
Patent leather
Black calf
Colored calf .
Black kid
Colored kid
Parchment kid
White kid
White calf
Black or colored suede
All combination shoes
Plain white buck
Shaping machine
Ironing linings •
Lining-in plain linings
Singeing:
All shoes, excepting suede
Suede shoes
Lacing oxfords •
Buckling straps .
Stamping linings:
Single . . . .
Double . . . .
Cleaning linings •
Repairing:
Patent leather
Colored kici
Black kid . . .
Treeing . . . .
Packing; per week, $16.50
.48
.60
.10
.07
.10
.39
.33
.135
.16
.035
.21
.135
.13
.15
.18
.065
.065
.05
.12
.05
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.33
1.33
1.21
1.43
1.00
.05
.105
.11
.045
.065
.055
.11
.04
.07
.045
Per Hour
.50
.45
.24
.75
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UNITED NOVELTY SHOE COMPANY, INC.—LOWELL
December 4, 1933
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the United Novelty Shoe Company, Inc., Lowell and employees. (82)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly author-
ized representatives concerning the subject-matter of the controversy, investi-
gated the work in question, its character, and the conditions under which it is
perfonned, and considered the report of an expert assistant, the Board awards
that the following prices shall be paid by the United Novelty Shoe Company,
Inc., at Lowell, for the work as there performed:
Per 36 Pairs
Cutting department:
Seamless $1.12
Circular opera vamp...
D'Orsey opera quarter; including stops
Regent quarter (split) ; including corners •
Cut-off, one-strap quarter; including corners
Blucher-oxford vamp.......
Full oxford quarter, pressed top; including press nicks.
Cut-off eye-stay, oxford quarter; including corners
Long-strap quarter .....
Handling right-and-left quarter; extra
Pricking 16 holes .....
Vamp, including long T-strap; extra .
Stops (four to a pair on vamps) .
Tips
Foxings, four to a pair ....
Heel covers (black and white) •
Colored heel covers .....
Kid vamp and quarter; extra .
Colored kid; extra .....
Suede; extra ......
Colored suede; extra .....
Fabrics; 60% of prices for outsides, two-thick.
Vamp doublers ........
Vamp cloth lining; including pricking....
Fleece twill on cloth lining, including pricking; extra •
Oxford vamp, toe lining and doubler; including pricking
Cutting sock linings by hand .....
Cutting backing for quarters •
. .
.
Cutting tufsta for whole quarters ....
Cutting backing for vamps......
Cutting tufsta for vamps ......
Samples; price and one-half
Matchmarking; per piece per pair, per case •
Hour work:
Outride cutting, $0.75
Cloth cutting, .75
Dinking:
Strap linings:
Two to a pair
Four to a pair
Tongue linings; two to a pair
Tongues; two to a pair •
Outside pieced strap:
Two to a pair
Four to a pair
Tabs:
Two to a pair •
Two to a pair with rubber
Four to a pair .
Four to a pair with rubber
Six to a pair
Six to a pair with rubber
Eight to a pair .
Eight to a pair with rubber
.75
.46
.64
.64
.75
.64
.64
.78
.06
.01
.13
.05
33
.48
.21
.26
.21
.33
.18
.29
.055
.08
.0275
.14
.15
.0775
.10
.045
.07
.01
.033
.066
.055
.077
.033
.066
.038
.066
.066
.104
.093
.132
.121
.159
DECISIONS 23
Per 36 Pairs
Appliques:
Two to a pair $0,077
Two to a pair with rubber . .104
Four to a pair . ... .159
Four to a pair, with rubber .... .198
Eyelet stays:
Four to a pair ........ .159
Four to a pair with rubber . . • . .198
Hand cut-outs:
Two to a pair 132 -
Four to a pair ........ .198
Slots
:
Two to a pair 066
Four to a pair ........ .104
Non-slips; two to a pair ...... .038
Heart-shaped non-s^ips; two to a pair .... .077
Pasting sock-lining underlay:
One foot 055
One foot, orthopedic .077
Cut-out on sock lining ...... .066
Cutting leather trimmings (including all extras) :
Opera quarter linings ....... .46
Oxford quarter linings ...... .485
Long-strap quarter linings . . . . .545
Cut-off one-strap quarter linings ..... .485
Leather toe linings for pumps, straps and oxfords • .31
Stitching department:
Stamping linings, with or without stock number . . .045
Eureka marking, vamp for overlays .... .02
Eureka marking 035
Closing linings, Union special machine .... .07
Rubbing down linings • . .035
Never-slips ......... .15
Making linings:
For oxfords 13
For straps and pumps . . . . . . • .19
Leather toe linings . . . . . . • .11
Pasting vamp doublers ....... .055
Iron stay on tongue........ .07
Iron backing on vamp ....... .095
Iron backing on quarter • . . . . . .12
Closing quarter:
Strap D'Orsay, pump and oxford ..... .095
Regent . . . . . . .145
Staying quarter:
Strap, D'Orsay, pump and oxford (new-type knife ma-
chine) 075
Regent ......... .14
Taping:
Quarter; Regent, D'Orsay pump ..... .085
Quarter; oxford and step-in...... .07
Vamp, quarter and straps . .131/3
Vamping:
Pump without barring ..... .40
Oxford without barring ... 1.02
One-strap, T-strap and trick strap; without barring .40
Regent and step-in, without barring .... .58
Top-stitching:
Pump with a cut-out knife...... .58
Oxford with a cut-out knife ...... .58
One-strap fastenette or center buckle .... 1.04
Harness, side buckle ...... 1.04
Vamp tongue, blucher vamp...... .36
T-strap 1.35
Step-ins 70
Trimming buckles ........ .05
:.es. one
strap
itrap
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Buckling.......
Stitching for French cord
:
Opera .......
One-strap ......
Oxford
Step-in ......
Ffench-cord cementing:
Pump, including snipping; two to a comer
Oxford
T-strap
Regent
Step-in
One-strap
French-cord pressing:
Pump •
Oxford
One-strap
Regent
Step-in
Sev.nng c r.
Buckling :r
Lac:ng ox:,
Eyeletting.
Trimming:
Quarter?
VamDs ....
Punching -raps .
One Iac:ng cn stripping .
Inspecting and packing .
Mark ing quarte r :
One side
Two sides
Marking vamp
Marking tip •
Ski\ing:
Quarter
Vamp ....
Bevel underlay, four to a pair
Bevel tip •
Bevel tongue .
Bevel quarter •
C>rn':en:ing cut-outs:
F : ur to a pair
i^vlire than tour to a pair
Cementing stays
Pressing Regent vamp
Pressing quarter
Ci:5ing-r-. tong-Je •
16 or more to a pair
Two to
Four to
Six to a
Te
a pair
pair
Fan
0:.
Or.
Strir
On
On
r.g around circular-vamp throat
ling around egg-vamp throat
Per 36 Pairs
$0.07
circuiar-vamp throat with folder; single-needle
egg-vamp tiiroat with folder; single-needle
On top of straight quarter with folder; single-needle
On top of one-strap quarter with folder; single-needle
Around top of seamless pump with folder; single
needle, open
Around top of
needle closed
Double-needle; <
seamless pump with folder; single
.22
.22
.29
.44
.44
.44
.04
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Per 36 I
Piping:
Side of quarter .... $0.29
Vamp .... ,22
Tongue ......
.19
Vamp, half cut-out (Zanto)
.25
Stitching on tabs:
Two to a pair ........
.20
Four to a pair ......
.38
Stitching on:
Vamp collars ...... ,51
Straight tip •
.25
Straight foxing ...... .44
Saddle—side of quarter ...... .47
Imitation straight rows:
Quarter ........ .08
Vamp .......... .065
Dieing-out machine:
Flat work
:
Two to a pair .075
Four to a pair .... . . .13
With removable tubes; extra .... .02
Open work on anvil die...... .095
Mask work on anvil die, through linings
:
Vamp .......... .12
Quarter 175
With removable tubes; extra ..... .02
Stitching cut-outs, 12 to a pair ... .75
Closing-on
:
Long strap .12
Center buckle straps .19
Cementing for press vamp • .055
Vamp linings on blucher oxford lopen lining) . .27
Stitching orthopedic sock linings • 11
Stamping sock linings:
One foot 03
Two feet .04
Stamping sock underlay:
One foot .06
Stamping orthopedic sock lining; one foot .075
Vamping extras:
Vamping sides, curved tops .07
Barring, four to a pair ... .05
One-eyelet tie, all points:
Two to a pair ...... .05
Four to a pair .10
Six to a pair . • .15
Centering vamps on Rege.-:: when necessary .04
Top-stitching extras:
Holding in fastenette .075
Throwing knife, four to a pair .075
Condition like Zanto shoe ..... .075
One-strap with stripping held in, lining to be trimmed
:
Under two to a pair ...... .075
Under four to a pair ... .15
Lining T-strap, two to a pair • .075
Holding-in stays, two to a pair . .075
Stamped matchmarked linings • .075
Holding-in lining straps, four to a pair • .075
Samples (all operations) ; price and one-half.
Lasting department:
Putting up work; including getting innersoles and uppers
and picking lasts ........ .09
Tacking innersoles (three tacks) ..... .07
Assembling; chalking, putting in papers, pocket linings, all
counters .36
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Per 36 Pairs
Pulling; including starching, all tips and medallions, and
wetting box when necessary ...... $0.45
Side lasting; spindling four times ..... .89
Bed lasting, toe 68
Heel-seat lasting, including ironing . . . • .16
Trimming shanks, including pulling tacks .... .10
Pounding • . . . . . • . . • .16
Flaming (leather only) ....... .05
Tacking shanks, two tacks • • • • • . .10
Marking shanks ........ .085
Cleaning out shanks (gn*ooving) ...... .065
Roughing:
Forepart.......... .12
Shank 12
Cementing bottom and putting in filler .... .20
Suede; extra ......... .02
Sole-laying, compo process; including all lasts and widths .30
Tacking soles ......... .13
Pulling lasts; pulling tacks, unbuckling straps, unlacing
oxford and throwing in bins . • • • , .10
Per Houn
Picking lasts $0.40
Putting up work ........ .40
Tacking innersoles, by hand or machine .... .40
Assembling ......... .70
Pulling-over, by hand or machine • . • • .75
Side lasting . . . . . . . . . .75
Operating bed machine ....... .70
Pounding .......... .60
Laying soles, compo . . • . . • . . .60
Tacking filler or shank ....... .40
Re-lasting .......... .45
Cobbling . . .60
Pulling lasts ......... .45
Making department: Per 36 Pairs
Wood heels:
Cutting, including pricking and matching heels • • .65
Nailing, including gluing . . . . . . .12
Wood-heel nailing, leather heels, including gluing . . .21
Putting in re-lasts • • . . • . • . .07
Heelseat-pounding, Cuban ....... .08
Jointing, Cuban ........ .07
Rasping:
Louis heels, by machine ....... .075
Continental heels, by hand ...... .13
Cementing flaps:
Louis . . . . • . . . . . .12
Suede .15
Wood-heel flapping ........ .75
Edgetrimming ......... .545
Edgesetting:
Including blacking . . • • ... . .43
Colors .......... .47
Scouring Louis heel-breast . . . . . . . .10
Buffing 22
Naumkeaging; shank and forepart, including Cuban heel . .29
Brushing or blowing ........ .04
Polishing, including Kenauba wax . . . . .13
Polishing black bottoms, including Kenauba wax and iron
wheel .18
Corrective scrolling ........ .12
Bird's-eye, four to a pair ....... .04
Pulling re-lasts .065
Pasting linings ......... .04
Ironing liningrs ......... .12
Samples; price and one-half.
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Per 36 Pairs
lOOse nailing:
Loose nailing ......... $0,075
Slugging, three slugs 075
Double nailing on McKay machine (firm to furnish helper) .33
Breasting, all knives . • . . . . . . .16
Slicking; putting on blacking and smoothing .11
Heel-burnishing; including blacking, waxing on hot iron
and beating ......... ,25
Heel-shaving; all knives, 15/8 and up . .32
Heel-scouring, two papers • . .23
Scalloping tops ......... .055
Breast-scouring, two wheels . . .16
rreeing and packing department:
Painting bottoms:
Regular .135
Black .16
Heel-pads .04
Singeing 045
Sock lining ......... .12
Flaming suede ........ .065
Cleaning linings......... .05
Lacing oxford ......... .065
Buckling .07
Stamping shank (Cust. 105) ...... .07
Cutting gore ......... .07
Lacing and cutting ribbon ....... .07
Bows 07
Treeing:
Silver kid, including ironing and cleaning 1.21
Patent leather, including ironing and cleaning; also heels,
tongues or straps ....... 1.21
White cabaretta or kid; two coats of dressing, ironing,
cleaning and polishing; also heels, tongues or straps . 1.50
Black-and-white combination; two coats of dressing, iron-
ing, cleaning and polishing; also heels, tongues and
straps .......... 1.60
Brown-and-white combination; two coats of dressing, iron-
ing, cleaning and polishing; also heels, tongues and
straps 1.60
White buck; cleaning and ironing when necessarj-; also
heels, tongues and straps ...... 1.21
Other leathers; two coats of dressing, ironing, cleaning
and polishing when necessary; also heels, tongues and
straps .......... 1.45
Fabrics, including cleaning and one coat of dressing • .77
Treeing per hour; $0.75.
Repairing; per week, $16.50.
Packing; per week, $16.50.
Cut-outs by hand; per hour, $0.55.
Unskilled labor; per week, $12.50.
Stockfitting department: Per Week
Room boy $16.00
Randing 14.50
Casing-up 12.50
Tacking tucks 12.50
Cutting flaps and marking....... 13.00
Moulder 14.50
Randing 14.50
Shanking-out ...... 37.50
Fleshing 22.00
Rounder 36.08
Skiver 14.50
Cementer 14.50
Rougher 14.50
Cementer 14.50
Rougher 14.50
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Rougher
Rougher
Moulder
Skiver and shanker-out
Buffer
Dinker
Cementer •
Room boy •
Per Week
. $14.50
14.50
25.00
20.00
14.50
22.00
12.50
14.50
including plain toe
SHOE MANUFACTURERS—LYNN, BOSTON, CHELSEA
December 5, 1933
SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION
In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controversy betweem
the Arroto Shoe Company, Banner Shoe Company, Boston Quality SkaCompany, dayman Shoe Company, Dartmouth Shoe Company FarimChaves Shoe Company, Geller Shoe Company, Harvard Shoe Compam
Liberty Shoe Company, Lynn Ideal Shoe Company, Marm.on Shoe Company. Prospect Shoe Company, Publix Shoe Company, Scholnick ShoiCompany Selwyn Shoe Company, Signal Shoe Company, Unity Shoemakers
Inc and Wellesley Shoe Company, mem.bers of the Eastern Shoe Mannfacturers Association of Boston and Lynn; Brenton Shoe Compam
fZ^I r' Company Eleanor Shoe Company, Fine Shoe CompanyFlint Shoe Company, Lastwell Shoe Company, Lynco Shoe ManufacturiniCompany Inc., Lynford Shoe Covipany, Inc., Maxwell Shoe Company
^^^'^^e^f^'
^^aent Shoe Company, Swartz Shoe Compamand Worthmore Shoe Company, associate members of the EaHeim ShornManufacturers Association of Lynn; Avon Shoe Corporation, Carter Shoi
^l^^ l^tur^ng
Convpany, Inc., Harold Shoe Manlfacturikg CompanyKashvshian (Harry) Shoe Company, Lou-Mac Shoe Company Inc., Nobl
f^^^'uwZT.' ^""r- ^'^^ Company, Rite-Fit Shoe Company, ijj
T^a^/ltnrlY/ ^r'^'^'^yj, ^^^^r^\b^rs of the Chelsea Shoe Manufacturer^I rode Assocmtes, Inc.—and employees. (85-86)
Cutting Department (Based on $4 seller) r
Three-quarter seamless vamp and heel
Full Regent pump ...
Circular and brogue foxings .
Hook foxings ....
Straight tip .
Vamp patches; base, four to a pair .
Quarter patches; base, four to a pair
Detached straps, two long and two short; 10^^
Paper extensions on patterns, two to a pair
Right-and-left pattern; extra .
Split circular vamp, right-and-left; extra
Split circular cut-off vamp, including right and left .
bpiit seamless vamp, right-and-left; no extra
Isarrow conditions, under 5/16 of an inch; two to a pairCut-outs; per cut-out • •
.
.
.
Zinc patterns or unbound patterns, two to a pair- $0 00 1/ 3 npr
pair extra. , -t- . pcj.
Fabrics, slipping patterns; leather price.
Tear-offs or pieces; price and one-half on base price
All other extras; regular price.
Linings: p i o t> •
Projections, four to a pair Per 12 Pairs
Strap projections, two to a pair, up to and including IV2 inchesLasting Department (Based on $2 seller) :
McKay shoes:
Hand pulling, base price .....
Where counters are tacked by hand pullers .
Operating all around by Consolidated lasting machine where
counters are not tacked by hand puller
Operating all around by Consolidated lasting machine where
counters are tacked by hand puller
inches base
Per 36 Pai
$1.44
.84
.54
.63
.30
.54
.54
.54
.21
.07
.07
.92
.14
.00751
.01
.01
1.50
1.59
1.08
1.00
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Per 12 Pairs
Hand-lasting McKays, growing girls' and little gents' shoes $2.88
Men's and women's slippers:
Hand lasting 2.08
Hand pulling . 99
Operating all around by Consolidated lasting machine • .72
This supplemental decision is to take effect as of November 27, 1933.
FLEXIBLE SHOE CORPORATION—BOSTON
December 8, 1933
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Flexible Shoe Corporation of Boston and fancy stitchers. (112)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character,
and the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that sixteen
cents per pair shall be paid by the Flexible Shoe Corporation at Boston for
fancy-stitching Pattern No. 115, for the work as there performed.
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of the date of
the inception of the work in question.
BRISTOL SHOE COMPANY—BOSTON
December 11, 1933
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Bristol Shoe Company of Boston and employees. (74)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly-author-
ized representatives concerning the subject-matter of the controversy, inves-
tigated the work in question, its character and the conditions under which it
is performed, and considered the report of an expert assistant, the Board
awards that there shall be no change in the prices paid by the Bristol Shoe
Company at Boston, for the work as there performed, except as follows:
Cutting Department:
Dinking: Per Week
Outsides $24.00
Trimmings 16.80
Outside cutting, by hand: Per 72 Pairs
Vamps and quarters . • 1.80
Trimmings
:
Quarter linings, cut double ..... .335
Quarter linings, cut single; sheep, etc. • • . .68
Stitching Department:
Fancy stitching:
Stitching vamps
Fancy stitching
Stitching cut-outs )- 15% increase
Stitching strap points on quarters
Stitching stripping
Eureka marking ]
Sklwng^ I
increase
Stitching straps J
Table work:
Cementing cut-outs
Cementing for presser
Cementing straps
Hand marking
Marking straps
Trimming
Lacing
Pressing
Buckling
Punching holes
Lining-making and closing front tongues; 10% increase.
Vamping; 10% increase
Pump stitching; 10% increase
Binding; 10% increase
5% increase
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Per 72 Pairs
Sewing buckles • • . • • • $0.14 .
Closing; closing linings ...... .09
Staying; staying linings ...... .10
Making Department:
Misses' Growing Infants*
and Children's girls'
Per 72 Pairs
McKay sewing .... $0,455 .505 .315
Beating-out .30 .33 .23
Heeling .33 .38 .20
Heel-scouring .... .25 .34
Shaving .25 .34
Edgetrimming .... .555 .63 .63
Edgesetting ^ • . • • .455 .555 .455
Buffing; scouring bottoms • • .28 .405 .25
Lasting Department:
Pulling-over and assembling . • 1.17 1.23 .91
Operating 1.08 1.18 .86
- Shank and filling.... .125 .15 .065
Pulling lasts .... .165 .19 .115
Pounding .19 .20 .15
Breasting .15 .225
Cutting wood heels . • . .755
Stockfitting:
Leather heels .... .76 1.00 .50
Wood heels .... 1.00 1.14
Finishing Department:
Treeing: ironing:
Patent leather .... 1.06 1.32 .66
White 1.32 1.58 .95
Gun metal 1.06 1.32 .66
Packing Department: Per Week
Repairing or packing ..... $16.00
Buckling and lacing ..... 13.00
MILFORD SHOE COMPANY—MILFORD
December 12, 1933
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Milford Shoe Company of Milford and employees. (94)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly-author-
ized representatives concerning the subject-matter of the controversy, inves-
tigated the work in question, its character and the conditions under which
it is performed, and considered the report of an expert assistant, the Board
awards that the following prices shall be paid by the Milford Shoe Company
at Milford, for the work as there, performed
:
Piece rates; 10% increase
Time rates: Per Hour
Cutting department:
Upper leather, stock room ...... $0.40
Cripples (apprentice) • • . . . . . .40
Stock boy .35
Cloth-lining cutting ....... .62
Dinking doublers ....... .52
Sample cutting ........ .72
Pattern boy ........ .35
Casing heel-pads........ .30
Stitching department:
Final inspection, including cutting threads and checking-
out .30
Marking tips (apprentice) . • • . . . .30
Cripples (floor girl) ....... .30
Helping on samples ....... .40
Sample stitching........ .55
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Per Hour
Lasting department:
Crowning ......... $0.55
Odd-shoe boy ........
.35
Welt department:
Cobbling .45
Wetting soles for sole-laying ..... .35
Making department:
Crowning, including randing-out and filling he^ls • .45
Casing heels ........ .38
Cementing rubber heels ...... .35
Packing department:
Sample treeing ........ .60
Stamping cartons and packing . . . .40
Sole-leather department:
Innersole sorting........ .55
Miscellaneous work ....... .40
Odd jobs (room boy) . .35
Room boy ......... .35
Bleaching ......... .40
Stamping and casing....... .40
Cutting innersoles and top-lifts ..... .55
Elevator bov ........ .35
By agreement of the parties this decision is to take effect as of October
11, 1933.
MILFORD SHOE COMPANY—MILFORD
SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION
December 12, 1933
In the mrttfer of the joint applicatwn for arbitration of a controversy between
the Milford Shoe Company of Milford and employees. (94)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly-author-
ized renr'^sentativ'^s concerning the subject-matter of the controversy, in-
vestigated the work in question, its character and the conditions under which
it is performed, and considered the report of an expert assistant, the Board
awards that the following prices shall be paid by the Milford Shoe Company
at Milford, for the work as there performed
Outside cutting
Leather-lining cutting
Sample vamping .
Treeing
Dressing
Repairing
Per Hour
$0.70
.40
.55
.54
.345
.37
By agreement of the parties this decision is to take effect as of October
11, 1933.
STANLEY TURN SHOE COMPANY—SALEM
December 14, 1933
In the mrttter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Stanley Turn Shoe Company of Salem and employees. (113)
On March 9, 1933, the Stanley Turn Shoe Company of Salem, of which
William T. Stanley is the proprietor, hereafter called the company, normally
employing between 30 and 40 operatives, entered into a union agreement
with the Salem Shoe Workers' Union. This agreement was to continue in
force until December 1 following and thereafter from year to year unless
terminated as therein specified. A notice of intention to terminate this
agreement was later given by the company.
On Tuesday, October 10, the company received an order for 14 cases of
shoes, work on which was started on the 11th. There were two cutters work-
ing at this time. The cutters were informed of this order and of the neces-
sity for prompt fulfillment. The two cutters stopped work as usual at the
noon hour on this date and did not return until about 3.30 o'clock in the
afternoon. Mr. Stanley had gone to Boston early on that morning, leaving
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his wife in charge. When the cutters did not return to work she notified the
shop steward, who in turn telephoned to the union headquarters, asking foi
cutters to replace these two, and he was informed by the girl at the office
that the agent and organizer were busily engaged and nothing could then b€
done. Both the organizer and the agent denied having received this message
In the afternoon, when Mr. Stanley returned, he also called the office of the
union, but without success. Under the agreement the company was to emplo\
only members of this union as long as the union was able to furnish the help
required. On the return of the two cutters they were discharged and latei
on the same day Mr. Stanley hired two cutters not members of this union,
who were to come to work on Friday, Thursday being a holiday.
The two discharged cutters stated that they had gone during the noon
hour to Beverly, a distance of about three miles, to notify the third cutter
of this order and have him come to the factory and share in the work. They
testified they did not find him and were unable to return until late in the
afternoon. Later in the afternoon Mr. Stanley, accompanied by his book-
keeper, went about the factory and told the employees indi\idually and in
groups that thereafter, as he expressed it. he was to be "the boss" and was
going to run the factory. He further testified that he said, "Gentlemen, you
can rem.ain with your union or any other union, but from now on I will run
this factory. As you notice yourself, for the third time the union is break-
ing this contract." There was evidence on the part of the employees that he
also stated that he was not going to deal any further with the present union
as such and was going to run a free or open shop. This, however, he denied.
The bookkeeper took the names of those who assented thereto, some em-
ployees assenting and others declining.
Thursday was a holiday and on Friday some of the employees came to work
and others gathered in groups in front of the factory. Friday morning the
organizer and the agent interviewed Mr. Stanley in an endeavor to adjust
the controversy, insisting, as Mr. Stanley testified, that he take the two cut-
ters back, which he declined to do. The agent testified that he was prepared
to furnish the company with new cutters provided the two cutters hired Wed-
nesday evening were discharged. Xo adjustment was reached and the labor
controversy, resulting in the cessation of work with picketing, followed
On October 17 a communication from the union was sent to the company
by messenger, in which the union offered to arbitrate under the terms of
their agreement any differences which might arise. Mr. Stanlev declined to
accept this communication. It was also testified that later a letter of similar
import was sent to the company, but Mr. Stanley denied ever receiving the
same.
On October 20 suit was brought against the company and a keeper was
placed in the factory. This action was later dropped. On October 27. through
the good offices of a committee of the Salem Recovery Board of the NRA an
understanding was reached with the company and a representative of the
employees, whereby the differences specified therein were to be adjusted
through arbitration. This, however, was not accepted by the union, the
authority of its representative to make such arrangement being denied. As
a result the union brought a bill against the company seeking equitable relief.
This bill came before a justice of the Superior Court at the close of the
session and by agreement of the parties and v.-ith the approval of ^hn court
the existing differences were to be submitted to this Board for arbitration.
Under this submission two issues are presented:
1. Which party, if either, breached this agreement?
2. How much damage, if any, shall be paid by the party found to have
breached this agreement?
It appears to the Board that the action of the cutters in leaving their work
on Wednesday was unwarranted and that the company was justified in dis-
charging them; that the efforts of the company through the union to get
other cutters to replace them while aggravating would hardly se^m to war-
rant the company's hiring other cutters on the same day in the face of the
e\ndence that neither the agent nor the organizer received such message,
being busily engaged elsewhere.
The action of Mr. Stanley, accompanied by the bookkeeper, in giving notice
to his employees that he was thereafter to be "the boss," etc.. coupled with
the checking of the names of those who assented thereto and his subsequent
action, can have in the opinion of the Board but one interpretation and that
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as his avowed intention and purpose, which he later carried out, of abrogat-
g his agreement with the union, and in answer to the first question the
oard determines that the company breached the agreement. It is the opinion
the Board that had the parties approached their differences on Friday
oming and carried on negotiations in the spirit of mutual concession and
ith an endeavor to reach an amicable adjustment, such result would have
llowed. if not on that day at least the early part of the following week, and
oreover, an adjustment could and would have been reached through arbitra-
Dn by reason of the good offices of the committee of the Salem Recovery
oard of the NRA, if the union had not declined to abide by the agreement
'ached through its representative.
As to the second question relative to damages, if any, the employees con-
nd they should be reimbursed for the cost of the original suit, including
cpenses incurred for a keeper in the amount of $96.10, and further, for the
ss of the opportunity to perform the work on the 14 cases, the order for
hich had been cancelled, at the rate of $11.52 per case, this being the ap-
•oximate amount that the employees would have received in performing the
bor thereon. The company in turn contends it should be reimbursed for the
ss sustained through the cancellation of this order for 14 cases at not
:ceeding $10.80 per case, and for the further loss sustained by being com-
piled through the action of the employees to sell at a sacrifice 200 cases of
ock shoes. Arbitration itself is founded upon an equitable adjustment of
fferences between the contending parties rather than upon any strict or
chnical rights and as this submission comes to the Board as the result of a
lit in equity, the Board certainly has no reason to depart from this usual
isis of procedure. In answer to the second question, the Board awards that
ider all the circumstances neither party is entitled to any damages.
DODGE, BLISS & PERRY COMPANY, INC.—NEWBURYPORT
December 18, 1933
• the vmtter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controversy between
Dodge, Bliss & Perry Company, Inc., of Newburyport, and employees.
(81, 87)
The Board awards that the following prices shall be paid by Dodge, Bliss
Perry Company, Inc., at Newburyport, for the work as there performed:
iittinpr denartment: Per 12 Pairs
Outsides:
Circular vamp $0.25
Side-seam vamp
Seamless vamp
Three-quarter-seamless vamp
Four cuts to the quarter
Theo-tie quarter
Oxford quarter
Cut-off strap (one-strap)
Regent quarter:
Split in center •
Whole or three-quarter
One-strap, whole strap •
Three-cut foxing .
Four-cut foxing •
Two-cut tip •
Pointed tip •
Wing tip .
Heel covers .
Circular vamp collar
Throat collar
Pump collar:
Split in center •
Three-quarter or whole
Oxford top collar •
Top and lace collar
Side saddles, four to a pair
Separate straps:
Two to a pair
Four to a pair •
.27
.33
.42
.18
.23
.25
.23
.26
.28
.29
.15
.16
.08
.09
.12
.09
.15
.12
,18
19
.14
.16
15
09
.18
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Per 12 Pa«
Extended curve $0.02
Oxford ton^e, two-cut ....... .06
Leather extras
:
Black kid 08
Cabaretta .08
Calf, black 03
Suede .08
Nubuck .06
Genuine buck ......... .18
Colors when cut as colors on request of supervisor . . .08
Combination leather; highest leather paid for except
genuine reptile.
Fabric, including fleeced back:
Two-thick: 60% of leather price.
Four-thick; 40% of leather price.
Extras
:
Pricking holes; 16 for $0.01.
Matchmaking; 12 for $0.01.
Matching design; 8 for $0.01.
Zinc patterns; two pieces to a pair ..... .02
Zinc patterns; four pieces to a pair ..... .04
Small skins, 50% of skins three feet or under; on whole
shoes ......... .05
Outsides; extra:
Combination jobs, two or more styles:
Black, low cuts ........ .04
Colored cuts, on whole job ..... • .04
Small lots, 18 pairs or under, or combination-width tags,
two or more widths, whether one or more width patterns
are used (only one extra to apply) .... .06
Cutting by machine:
60% of base price for cutting by hand; full leather extras
to apply.
Samples:
One to six pairs, inclusive; double price.
Over six pairs; price and one-half.
Patent leather, black side, sheep or side leather, base price.
Extras
:
Each extra strap ....... .06
Square-throat vamp, square corner .... .02
Straight and curved notch; 16 for $0.01.
Slots; 16 for $0.01.
Extra cuts, four to a pair ...... .02
Straps over 6 1/4 inches, combined length; per inch, $0.02.
Right-and-left condition on quarter .... .02
Projections, four to a pair ...... .02
Notches; 8 for $0.01.
Paris points ........ .02
Sally vamp:
To wing .06
Beyond wing ........ .09
Narrow conditions, over one inch in lengfth and 5/16-inch
in width or under ....... .02
Lizard, snake and alligator; over base price (whole shoes) .24
Snake and lizard; trimmings...... .06
Cloth cutting, eight-thick:
Circular vamp lining ........ .03
Side-seam vamp lining........ .03
Circular doublers, fleece; vamp . . . . . .02
Blucher lining; vamp ........ .03
Seamless lining, vamp ........ .035
,
Split-toe lining 035
Tip lining 02
Side-seam doublers, fleece ....... .026
Seamless doublers, fleece ....... .035
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Per 12 Pairs
Three-quarter-seamless doublers, fleece .... $0.03.S
Tip doubler, fleece .015
Seamless shoe covers .......
.035
Quarter doublers, four-cut • • . . . . .
.025
Each cut extra, four to a pair .005
Rubber or plumper over fleece; tufsta or tufstick over fleece . .01
Fleeced twill or drill; extra . . . . . . .01
Machine cutting:
Cloth, 12-thick; 66 2/3% of price.
Rubber, 8-thick; 66 2/3% of price.
Extras
:
Putting up in half sizes . . . . . . .005
Cloth that has to be cut by order of supervisor; 40%.
Slots; 48 for $0.01.
Pricking holes in circular vamp; 48 holes for $0,005.
Extra cuts on vamp linings:
Two to a pair ........ .0025
Four to a pair .005
Hour rates : Per Hour
Outsides:
Leather by hand $0,825
Fabric, by hand .825
By machine ......... .825
Trimmings .55
Cloth, including rubberized backing ..... .78
Block cutting; 15% increase.
Trimming cutting: Per 12 Pairs
Pump, including hook nose ....... $0,135
Oxford, blucher oxford or eyelet tie 135
Side-seam one-strap:
Cut-off strap . .17
Whole strap . .20
Regent-seam one-strap:
Cut-off strap .19
Whole strap .22
Circular vamp ......... .125
Side-seam vamp . . . . .14
Sally vamp .......... .16
Seamless vamp ......... .18
One-half-seamless vamp ....... .20
Tip lining . . .08
Strap or tongue lining........ .05
Sock linings:
Skiver ......... .05
Sheep ... .06
Kid, including kid extra ...... .065
Extras
:
Kid, whole job . .015
Kid quarters, alone ........ .01
Kid socks, alone ........ .005
Colors cut as colors on request of supervisor .005
White chrome or aluminum ..... .01
Cabaretta 01
Pricking holes; 32 for $0.01.
Slots, notches and extra cuts; 32 for $0.01.
Samples
:
One to three pairs, inclusive; double price.
Over three pairs; price and one-half.
Sock linings, imitation, four-thick ..... .035
Tear-offs and pieces ........ .03
Small lots, 18 pairs or under, or combination-width tags,
two or more widths, whether one or more width patterns
are used ......... .02
Stockfitting department: Per 100 Pairs
Rounding $0.40
Splitting 10
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Per 100 Pairs
Cementing and laying ........ $0.10
Channeling .......... .74
Shanking-out .27
Breaking-down . . . . • . . .13
Machine wetting ......... .08
Looking after work • . . . . . . . .11
Machine grading ......... .09
Casing .08
Marking ........... .10
Skiving .......... .11
Sorting after skiving ........ .05
Blacking edges • • • - . • • .11
Casing returns ........ .05
Sorting sizes for bench ....... .05
Inspecting soles ......... .27
Taking soles out of bag........ .04
Pulling soles apart......... .04
Combination tags:
Rounding .......... .11
Marking . .03
Casing .03
Tying and counting......... .02
Small lots, 12 pairs or under ....... .08
Wetting soles and counters for making room, mating soles and
counters; extra after wetting ...... .125
Samples
:
One to six pairs, inclusive; double price.
Over six pairs; price and one-half.
Window samples; price and one-half.
Stitching department: Per Hour
Top stitching, fancy stitching, vamping and French-cord
stitching $0.50
Eyeletting, French-cord turning and hand or machine pressing • .45
Lining making. ......... .42
Siding-up and closing ........ .40
Rubbing down and taping ...... .35
Punching straps on perforating machine, lacing by machine
and barring.......... .45
Dieing-out 375
Skiving 50
Stenciling, by machine or hand ...... .36
Inspecting and all-round table girl . . . .35
Perforating ........... .50
Button or buckle sewing........ .375
Bench work .325
Sample stitching ......... .50
Sample stitcher, instructor and cripples girl .... .50
Floor girl, giving out work ....... .45
Odd-shoe girl .......... .40
All-round table girl......... .40
Making department: Per Pair I
Dark suede $0.26 '
Dark kid 28
Black fabric .27
Patent leather and calf ........ .29
Kaffir kid .29
White kid .29
Colored kid • . .29
Snake .29
Other reptiles .29
White pigskin .30
White satin .32
White crepe or moire ........ .30
Colored crepe or moire ........ .30
Gold and silver kid .28
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Per Pair
Gold or silver brocade ........ $0.29
Colored fabrics (silk)
.30
Black satin (made re^lar) ......
.28
Extras
:
Combination tags........
.01
Tip, imitation of tip effect (one extra only to apply) . .01
Pump with plug .......
.01
Each extra plug ........
.005
Oxford
.01
Cut-out or imitation cut-out in vamp to tip line (one extra
only to apply) 005
Cut-out or imitation cut-out in vamp below tip line (one
extra only to apply) ....... .01
High fronts.........
.01
High fronts, for each plug . . . .
.005
Tacking linings .........
.005
Center strap ......... .005
Split vamp .......... .01
Special or cottage shank ....... .02
Leather linings ......... .01
Lifting heel flaps......... .005
Paper on toes ........ .005
Crippled shoes; to be paid full price.
Combination shoes; to be paid for according to kind of leather
in vamp.
When cases are split up, additional lasts are to be provided.
Samples
:
One to six pairs, inclusive; double price.
Over six pairs; price and one-half.
Window samples; price and one-half.
Per 100 Pairs
Stitching $1.80
Trimming and pulling tacks and rolling channels:
Leather .80
Fabric 90
Picking out lasts ......... .29
Cleaning lasts.......... .15
Cleaning lasts with acid; extra ...... .06
Rolling shoes, both operations, when done .... .60
Cobbling; per hour, $0.46.
Samples:
One to six pairs, inclusive; double price.
Over six pairs; price and one-half.
Window shoes; price and one-half.
Edgetrin^ming:
All around, including bevel, panel or ripple:
Leather • 1.25
Fabric 1.50
Foreparts, including bevel, panel or ripple:
Leather 92
Fabric .1.25
Edgesetting
Two settings: forepart:
Black 1.50
Colors . 2.00
Heeling:
Heels, all trimmed 7.00
Cubans 3.50
Extras: Per Pair
Trimming heels by hand ...... $0.01
Matching heels • .01
White satin .01
Stab cut .03
Continental heel ..... .006
Patent leather .005
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Per Pair
Tucking flaps $0,003
Blacking edge of flap ........ .005
Samples:
One to six pair, inclusive; double price.
Over six pairs ; price and one-half.
Window shoes; price and one-half.
Finishing department: Per 100 Pairs
Tack-pulling and putting shoes in dryer
:
Black $0.30
White .30
Buffing:
Foreparts and tops ........ .54
Flaps .24
Shanks on Cubans ........ .21
Breast-scouring ......... .36
Breast-scouring on heels that have been buffed . . .36
Naumkeaging .......... .58
White satins 64
Thin-edge shoes ......... .64
Scraping shanks by hand . . . . . . . .18
Painting:
White satin 64
Leather .......... .58
Egg-shell finish 39
Waxing and polishing bottoms....... .57
Blacking bottoms ......... .58
Rolling black bottoms ........ 1.00
Wheeling cottage shanks........ .88
Dotting, four to a pair ........ .20
Wood-heeling nailing, automatic machine .... .21
Pulling lasts .......... .45
Pulling lasts, white fabric ....... .50
Riveting shanks ......... .16
Drilling shanks ......... .16
Samples:
One to six pairs, inclusive; double price.
Over six pairs; price and one-half.
Window shoes; price and one-half.
Treeing department:
Ironing, cleaning and ragging:
Black kid 3.25
Black calf 3.25
Colored kid 3.50
Colored calf 3.50
White calf, Polish, complete ...... 4.35
White kid, Polish, complete ....... 4.50
Imitation reptile ......... 3.00
Genuine reptile ......... 3.00
Cleaning black fabric ........ 2.00
Ironing, cleaning and ragging:
White satin, white silk and silk fabric . • . . .2.15
Patent leather .4.10
Gold and silver kid 3.60
Ooze buck and nubuck, including powder .... 4.50
Velvet; cleaning ......... 2.25
Extras
:
Trimmed shoes ......... .69
Leather shoes:
Ironed only; one-half of ironing and cleaning price.
Cleaned only; two-thirds of ironing and cleaning price.
Ironing shoes through paper on request of supervisor .48
When vamp is of one base leather and quarter of another,
two-thirds of each base shall apply when done in one
handling (trimming extra not to apply).
Vamps only or quarters only; ironed and cleaned, or cleaned
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if other part of shoes is not done by treer; two-thirds of
base price for cleaning or ironing whole shoe.
Gasoline and oil to be considered as cleaner on fabric shoes
and not a dressing.
Samples
:
One to six pairs, inclusive; double price.
Over six pairs, price and one-half.
Window shoes; price and one-half
Treeing per hour, $0.65.
Packing department: Per 100 Pairs
Lining-in, including heel-pads $0.48
Cut-outs, per 100:
By machine, • $0.12
By hand .18
Trimming, Booth machine
:
Opera . 30
Oxford .30
One-strap .......... .50
Open shank 75
Center strap; extra ........ .06
Cutting sticks.......... .16
Stamping boxes 14
Cleaning linings 40
Singeing 17
Pressing ........... .17
Inspecting • • 45
Dressing
:
With no trimmings 42
With trimming^ 50
Bronze kid:
First coat . 1.38
Second coat ......... 1.38
Cleaning edges:
White shoes.......... .45
Black shoes . • 45
Packing, sizing and rolling 42
Packing and sizing 36
Sewing buckles:
By machine.......... .45
By hand 1.36
Riveting bows ......... .90
Cutting and pulling out laces 22
Cutting stitches on shank pieces ...... .30
Cementing and stitching shank pieces ..... .30
Brushing black bottoms ........ ,21
Stamping bottoms . . . . . .15
Snipping closed front of gore....... .20
Regular lacing, one hole:
Tying and tucking in ........ .25
Tying bow 30
Each additional hole, lacing....... .08
Ribbon lacing, one hole:
Tying and tucking in • . . .33
Tying bow and trimming .43
Acorn tip, one eyelet, tying bow 50
Tying eyelets, tying bow....... .56
Buckling one strap........ .25
Buckling one strap put through Sally .33
Punching hole in strap . . . .14
Samples
:
One to six pairs, inclusive; double price.
Over six pairs ; price and one-half.
Operatons not included in this list to be timed and a piece rate
set that will yield earnings consistent with the hour rates
established by the Board.
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Per Hour
All-round packer (girl) ........ $0.45
Brushing bottoms ......... .40
Packing .. . . .45
Cobbling or mending ........ .45
Inspecting ...... ... .375
Cleaning......... . .40
Dressing . ... .40
Repairing patent leather, kid or calf ..... .45
Inspecting patent leather ....... .45
Stamping boxes ......... .35
Lining-in ......... .375
Staining edges.......... .35
Booth or cut-out machine ....... .40
Buckle or button machine ....... .375
Treeing 65
Cut-outs by hand ......... .40
Lacing and trimming ........ .35
Sticking shoes.......... .35
Shaping machine ........ .40
Ironing linings ......... .45
Singeing 35
Trimming threads, etc. ........ .35
Buckling 35
EASTERN SHOE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, INC.,
MEMBERS—BOSTON
December 27, 1933
In the matt-er of the joint application far arbitration of a controversy between
members of the Eastern Shoe Manufactturers' Associa^^ion, Inc., Boston^ and
stitchers. (7)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the follow-
ing prices shall be paid by members of the Eastern Shoe Manufacturers*
A^ociation, Inc., at Boston, for the work performed on the "$4 seller":
Fancy stitching: Per 36 Pairs
Imitation stitching, four rows all around detached long and
short strap, 1114 inches in length including points . $1.32
Stitching stripping on two-needle machines, making vamps or
stitching rows of stripping nbt fitted to the edges:
Straight line 24
Curved line; extra ....... .06
Vamping when piping is pressed to quarter; price and one-
quarter.
Pulling and trimming stripping, pattern No. 4804; extra . .72
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of November
27, 1933.
BEGGS & COBB, INC.—WINCHESTER
December 21, 1933
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betiveei
Beggs & Cobb, Inc., of Winchester, and employees. (1)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly-
authorized representatives concerning the subject-matter of the controversy,
investigated the work in question, its character and the conditions under
which it is performed, and considered the report of an expert assistant, the
Board awards that the following prices shall be paid by Beggs & Cobb, Inc.,
at Winchester, for the work as there performed:
Split tacking: Per 100
Retan $2.40
Linings ......... 1.83
Slippers . 1.83
!
DECISIONS *1
Per 100
5 Gussets ^Vr^
,> Gusset drops
^-^"^
^ Double shoulders
1.52
2.11
Kips r.^
No. 432 I'll
•-I No-slips
Drops AKK
Four-tack shoulders • „. ' ^'t^ u
By a^eement of the parties this decision is to take effect as of
December
1, 1933.
FLEXIBLE SHOE CORPORATION—BOSTON
December 22, 1933
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a
controversy between
the Flexible Shoe Corporation of Boston and lasters. (3)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorizid representatives concerning the work in question, its character
aSd the conditions under which it is performed the ?5>?fd,^^Sf^i?fo^^^
following prices, agreed upon by the parties, shall be paid by the Flexible
Shoe
Corporation at Boston, for the work as there performed:
^ Per 36 Pairs
$0.40
Assembling 42
Pulling-over ^'^q
Side-lasting
Bed lasting 34
Conveyor
HARVARD SHOE COMPANY—BOSTON
December 28, 1933
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy
between
the Harvard Shoe Company of Boston and stiUhers. (5)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the fol-
lowing prices shall be paid by the Harvard Shoe Company at Boston, for
the work performed on the **$4 seller":
Binding innersoles : 36 Pairs
All around 28
Heel to heel • • • \ ^ \ ^ u " ' oe
Ball to ball (from ball of shoe back around heel to ball) •
Shank, from ball to heel (both sides) ^»
Stapling straps on innersole:
„2
Six straps to a pair •
Eight straps to a pair • -^^^
Pressing cut-outs by hand, complete job; four to a pair • •
Stamping linings; matchmarking, extra
Stitching shank piece on sock lining • , „ ^
By a^eement of the parties this decision shall take effect from November
27, 1933.
LOWELL SHOE COMPANY—LOWELL
January 2, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Loivell Shoe Company of Lowell and employees. (107)
Having considered said application, heard the parties by their duly-author-
ized representatives concerning the subject-matter of the controversy, investi-
gated the work in question, its character and the conditions under which it is
performed, and considered the report of an expert assistant, the Board awaras
that the following prices shall be paid by the Lowell Shoe Company at Lowell,
for the work as there performed
:
Cutting department: P*^"
Growing girls': tn ficR
Outsides, by machine ^u.boo
J
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Per 36 Pairs
Outsides, by hand $1.08
Foxing 3811
Tip .2359
Quarter lining:
Sheep 40
Kafsted * 1697
Kafsted 19
Lining .......... .149
Doubler 057
Block cutting:
Tip 109
Foxing:
Four to a pair ........ .1818)
Two to a pair .109
Straps, four to a pair:
Pieces 097
Whole stock • . .0485
Strap linings, four to a pair ...... .0727
Tongues, two to a pair:
Pieces 0486
Whole stock .0241
Tongue lining, felt .012
Saddle .1818
Neverslips
:
Pieces 0363
Whole stock .0186i
Heel pads 012
Underlays . .012
Counting 0486
By hand:
Outsides:
Misses' 9095
Children's 7276
Vamp lining:
Misses' .1146
Children's .1146
Doubler:
Misses' 0462
Children's 0462
Sheep quarter lining:
Misses' .3273
Children's 2546
By machine
:
Outsides:
Misses' .......... .5454
Children's 4365
Block cutting:
Misses* and children's straps, four to a pair:
Pieces .097
Whole stock 0485
Tongues, two to a pair:
Pieces .0485
Whole stock . 0241
Tongue lining, felt .012
Underlays . 012
Counting .0485
Stitching department:
Fancy stitching:
Growing girls':
Stock Nos. 328, 330:
Tip on vamp......... .5716
Foxing on quarter........ .6987
Imitation quarter ........ .2668
Fancy on quarter ........ .3075
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Per 36 Pairs
Stripping on quarter $0.2032
Stock Nos. 3049, 3050:
Fancy vamp
.5336
Fancy quarter ........
.8512
Stitching in gore
.3557
Stock Nos. 3053, 3054:
Cut-out quarter 392
Strap on quarter .088
Stock Nos. 33051, 3188, 3189:
Fancy on vamp . .4192
Underlay on quarter (held on), and eyelet facing . . .7749
Misses*
:
Stock No. 3058:
First tab on vamp .086
Second tab on vamp ....... .1397
Short strap on quarter • • . . . . . .1905
Long strap on quarter ....... .2667
Strap on vamp 2667
Cut-out on vamp .2795
Cut-out on quarter 3557
Stock Nos. 1303, 1304, 1400. 1401, 1408, 3815, 5334, 5602,
8334, 12029:
Vamp imitation, double-needle ..... .1524
Quarter, double-needle ........ .1905
Imitation saddle ........ .2541
Stitching saddle on quarter . . . . . .2921
V on quarter . .1142
Stock Nos. 1271, 1800:
Tip, double-needle . • .1651
Imitation-panel quarter, single-needle .... .6098
Stock Nos. 602, 1301, 1302, 1405, 1406, 1610, 1611, 1697,
3811, 5333, 5600, 5601, 8333, 12032:
One row side of quarter...... .127
Double-needle on vamp . . . . . . . .1651
Foxing and eyelet stay, double-needle . . . .3938
Strap on quarter .4319
Top-stitching strap . 3049
Stock Nos. 601, 1695, 1696, 7500, 7501, 7502:
Tip on vamp • . ....... .1905
Foxing, held on . 2667
One row on eyelet facing ...... .088
One row on quarter twice ...... .4573
Stitching eyelet facing on .2032
Tip, imitation, one row....... .1397
Side facing 2032
Stock Nos. 3025, 3026, 3055, 3056:
Fancy on vamp (holding underlay) .... .3049
Fancy on front of quarter, holding underlay • . . .4065
Fancy back of quarter, holding underlay . . .3049
Cut-out quarter (with knife) ...... .2956
Growing girls*
:
Stock Nos. 3068, 3069:
Fancy on vamp, holding underlay ..... .3678
Fancy on front of quarter, holding underlay • .4827
Fancy on back of quarter, holding underlay • • .3678
Fancy-stitching cut-out (with knife) .... .3557
Stock No. 3070:
Fancy on vamp, holding underlay.... .1905
Cut-out on quarter .3303
Strap on collar 3429
Collar on quarter 4446
Stock Nos. 3297, 3298:
One row on quarter ...... .2032
Foxing on quarter .3833
Tongue, all around -127
Top twice (single) 4446
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Misses';
Stamping linings ......
Eureka marking, vamps and quarters
Peerless marking:
Vamps . . .
Quarters .......
Making linings, side seam.....
Closing linings, V in back.....
Closing outside quarters .....
Staying outside quarters, Union Special machine
Skiving:
Top of quarter ......
Top and front ......
Edging:
Foxing ........
Quarter........
Tongues .......
Cementing for pressing:
Top .
Top and front • • •
Pressing
:
Top of quarter ......
Top and front ......
,
Dieing-out:
Vamp . . . ...
Quarter, flat • •
Quarter fitted ......
Closing-on
:
One-strap .......
Open tie .......
Binding:
One-strap .......
Open tie .......
Top-stitching:
Oxford, fitted ......
Oxford
One-strap .......
Centre T-strap ......
Open tie
Imitation French cord:
One-strap .......
Open tie
Blucher oxford ......
Pump ........
Growing girls':
Binding:
One-strap .......
Open tie .......
Top-stitching:
Flat pump .......
T center strap . . . . . .
Stitching tongue:
With tongue inside .....
With tongue outside .....
Top-stitching:
Gore pump, fitted ......
One-strap .......
Open tie • • . • • . .
Blucher oxford
:
Fitted
Flat .
Fitted tongue (after shoe is made up)
Flat tongue .......
Imitation French cord:
Front strap .......
DECISIONS
One-strap
Open tie
Blucher oxford
Pump (flat, short top)
Eyeletting:
One, single
Three, four, five
Blind ; three, four, five
Vamping:
Oxford, flat •
One-strap
Oxford, fitted
Sizing-out
Ensigrn lacing .
Lacing by hand •
Rubbing down seams
Putting on buckles
Fancy stitching:
Stock Nos. 1251, 1252, 1253, 7503, 7504
Foxing on quarter
One row, imitation foxing -
One row, around throat of vamp
Toggle on vamp •
Stock Nos. 4900, 4902, 5421, 5423, 1407
Stitching on foxing
Stitching one row on foxing
Top, held on . . .
Imitation on tip •
One row imitation at eyelet stay
Eyelet facing
Side facing
Stamping lining
Eureka marking, vamp and quarter
Peerless marking:
Quarter....
Vamp ....
Making lining, side seam .
Closing lining .
Heel piece in lining .
Closing quarter, outside
Staying outside quarter, Union
Taping outside quarter •
Skiving:
Top of quarter
Top and front of quarter
Edging:
Vamp
Vamp underlay
Quarter underlay
Foxing .
Tongue •
Tip
Cementing
Top for pressing
Top and front for pressing
Vamp doubler
Quarter doubler
Pressing:
Top of quarter
Top and front
Backing quarters:
Four to a pair
Eight to a pair
Dieing-out:
Vamp
Special machine
3813
.1524
.1778
.0693
.1016
.0924
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Per 36 Pa
Quarter, flat . $0.1:
Saddle, flat .... li
Tip, flat . . .0(
Tongue, flat . .OJ
Foxing, flat .... 15
Quarter, fitted . . .1(
Facing, eight to a pair ....... .IJ
Closing-on
:
Open tie ......... .4^
One strap ......... .Si
Misses':
Eyeletting:
Regular blind eyelets ....... .0$
Blind eyelets . . . . . . . . .15
Vamping
:
Open tie ......... .3.
One-strap ......... .3'
Oxford .5!
Sizing-out ......... .04
Ensign lacing . . . . . . . . .1(
Sewing on buckles ...... . .1(
Trimming.......... .0^
Stockfitting department:
Welts:
Innersoles:
Rounding .......... .01
Scoring and stamping ....... .OS
Channeling ......... .1?
Setting lip . . . .0(
Putting on canvas and forming-in ..... .OJ
Reinforcing ........ .Of
Lip-stiffening ......... .05
Counting and casing-up ....... .0^
Cementing lip ......... .05
Outersoles
:
Putting up and wetting . . . . . . .05
Skiving .05
Shanking-out ......... .01
Fleshing . 01
Cementing ......... .Of
Casing-up.......... .05
Cutting heel plugs ........ .0]
Butting heel plugs ........ .05
Buffing soles ......... .0^
Flexing 03
Outersoles, viscolized:
Putting up ......... .0]
Skiving soles, dry 01
Stamping ..........
.01
Shanking-out, one side ....... .0£
Casing-up.......... .05
Sorting and cutting pig inners . ..... .0^
Viscolizing ......... .Of
Cementing ......... .Of
McKays
:
Innersoles:
Cutting .......... .0^
Shanking-out ......... .0?
Tucks . .OS
Slash . 03
Dip .01
Casing-up..........
.02
Buffing, two-pieced split ....... .02
Outersoles:
Skiving 01
Putting up and wetting ....... .02
Rounding and stamping ....... .0?
fDECISIONS
Channeling . . . . .
Shanking-out . . . . .
Fleshing ......
Blacking ......
Moulding ......
Casing-up......
Wetting and trimming
Flexing ......
Pricking heels; per 100 pairs, $0.0627,
Goodyear McKays:
Buffing innersoles ....
Cutting rubber .....
Cutting doubler .....
Marking rubber .....
Casing rubber soles ....
Moulding doublers ....
Casing doublers .....
lishing department:
McKay:
Brushing, rubber soles
Edgetrimming and wetting:
Girls' ......
Misses' ......
Children's .....
Edgesetting
:
Girls'
Misses' ......
Children's
Heel-burnishing
:
Girls'
Misses' ......
Children's
Heel-burnishing, rubber soles:
Misses' ......
Girls'
Growing girls'; with top-lift
Buffing:
Growing girls* .....
Misses' ......
I
Children's
Wood-heeling .....
Wood-heel nailing ....
Beating-out:
Growing girls' .....
Misses' ......
Children's .....
Goodyear stitching:
Growing girls' .....
Misses' ......
Heel bases and rubber:
Growing girls' ....
Misses' ......
Children's
Heelseats and gluing:
Growing girls' .....
Misses' . . .
Loose-nailing:
Growing girls' .....
Misses' ......
Children's
Naumkeaging:
Wood heel .....
Leather heel .....
Brushing leather, misses'
Polishing, natural:
Growing girls' .....
Misses' ......
Per 36 Pairs
. $0.1016
.0634
.0508
,
.0254
.0634 1
.0254 I
.0762 \
.0195 ;
.0254
.0762
.038
.0195
.0254
.0508
.0254
.0311
.3811
.3485
.3118
.3118
.2425
.2194
.2182
.1818
.1576
.1509
.1818
.2601
.2079
.1732
.1554
.4573
.1617
.2413
.2159
.1905
.559
.4631
:2523
.2125
.1787
.4117
.3586
.0796
.0663
.1741
.127
.1142
.038
.1142
.1016
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Per 36 Pai
Children's $0.0?!
Painting, natural:
Growing girls' ......... .13'
Misses' .......... .12
Children's .10
Beating-out rubber soles:
Growing girls' ......... .17
Misses' .......... .15
Channel-cementing
:
Growing girls' ......... .08
Misses' 06
Children's . .05
Cementing and laying rubber soles:
Growing girls' . . . . . . . . . .21
Misses' . ........ .18
Heel-shaving:
Girls' 21,
Misses' ......... ,18
Children's 14
Heel-breasting:
Girls' .09
Misses' .07
Children's . . .06
Heel-scouring:
Girls' 21
Misses' .......... .18
Children's .14
Breast-scouring, girls' ........ .06
Girls', base or over .08
McKay sewing:
Growing girls* ......... .27
Misses' .......... .23
Welt department:
Putting up lasts ......... .06
Tacking innersoles......... .05
Assembling .......... .26
Pulling-over ......... .13
Staple side-lasting ... ...... .45
Bed-lasting, toes only ........ .57
Heelseat-lasting • • . . . . . . . .10
Trimming uppers ........ .03
Stapling toes .......... 05
Pulling wires and tacks ........ .06
Welting .38
Pulling bottom tacks ........ .05;
Innerseam-trimming ... ..... .13
Butting and tacking ....... .06
Beating welts, slash......... .06
Shanking 03!
Filling bottoms .07
Tacking heel plugs ......... .07
Cementing bottoms ......... .06
Laying soles .......... .12
Pulling lasts 06
Roughrounding ......... .22
Goodyear stitching:
Rubber 50 ^
Leather .......... .53
Leveling ........... .15
Seat-nailing, loose ......... .07 |
Heelseat-trimming ......... .06
Heeling, base and rubber, single ...... .34
Heel-shaving .......... .21
Heel-breasting ......... .09
Heel-scouring, first and second • • • • • • • .19
.
Scouring breasts . . • • • . • • t
Edgetrimming, joints • • • • • -^^ |
DECISIONS 49
j
Per 36 Pairs '
Edgesetting, one setting ........ $0.3421
[
Inking heel and burnishing ...... .2182 i
Heel base and rubber 2541
j
asting department: <
McKay:
|
Putting up work .0634 ]
Assembling: !
Growing girls' ......... .291
Misses' .2425
j
Children's .2061 <
Pulling-over :
JGrowing girls' ......... .291 i
Misses' . . • 2425
'
Children's 2061 ]
Tip shoes:
Growing girls' .3343 i
Misses' .2788 i
Lasting toe and sides : '
Growing girls' .8662 j
Misses' .7276 i
Children's .5775 "I
Heelseat-lasting: 1
Growing girls* 1016
!
Misses' 088
Children's .0762 •
Pounding:
.j
Growing girls' 1848 i
Misses' .1501
]
Children's .127
!
Tacking shank and filler: j
Growing girls' .1016
Misses' 0819 ^
Children's 0565
Tacking straps ......... .0565 i
Pulling tacks and lasts 0734 !
Sole-laying:
I
Growing girls' 2286
Misses' 1905
Children's .1651
acking department; growing girls':
Dressing: i
One coat .127
Each extra coat ......... .127
j
Cleaning on jack ......... .3833
;
Ironing 3833
\
Cleaning, at bench ......... .1905
]
Ironing, at bench ......... .127 i
Lining-in and sizing-out . . .1016
j
Heel-pads 0382
\
Singeing ........... .0415
J
Brushing bottoms .0277 i
Polishing heels 0277 1
Shaping 0311
j
Flaming, including singeing ....... .0554 i
Creasing vamp ......... .0277 -
Unbuckling (Nos. 3139-40-41) 0415
Cementing laps (Nos. 3139-40-41) 0311
Cleaning:
Black-and-white elk; welt 3175
White elk 3175
Tan-and-elk combination; welt ...... .1905
^
Dressing:
White; McKay 2541 !
Tan-and-elk sport; welt ....... .2541 I
Black-and-white sport; welt . .127
Lining-in welts; felt and leather pad .0819
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Per 36 Pair
Cleaning leather soles and uppers:
Black; welt $0,266
Brown; welt.......... .254
Dressing, McKay; misses' and children's:
One coat .......... .1141
Each extra coat ......... .114!
Cleaning on jack, McKay:
Misses' .3045
Children's .2281
Treeing samples; price and one half.
Treeing:
Growing girls'
:
Black kid or calf or side leather...... .75
Colored calf or kid or side leather ..... .85
White kid or white calf or white side leather • • • .95
Patent leather 1.05
Misses'
:
Black kid or calf or side leather...... .625!
Colored calf or kid or side leather ..... .707
White kid or white calf or white side leather • • .791
Patent leather .875i
Children's:
Black kid or calf or side leather ..... .520."^
Colored calf or kid or side leather ..... .586'
White kid or white calf or white side leather . . . .659:
Patent leather 729
Per Hou
Outside cutting $0.75
Cloth cutting........... .75
Trimming cutting .......... .60
Block cutting........... .50
Picking lasts ........... .40
Putting up work .......... .40
Tacking innersoles, by hand or machine • . . • • .40
Assembling ........... .70
Pulling-over ........... .75
Operating Consolidated machine . . . . . . . .75
Side-lasting ........... .75
Operating bed machine ......... .70
Pounding . . . ... . . . . . . .j60
Laying soles ........... .70
Tacking filler or shank . . . . . . . . .40
Cementing:
Bottom or sole.......... .40
Channel before sole is laid ....... ,40
Channel after sole is laid........ .40
Leveling ........... .60
McKay sewing .......... .70
Re-lasting ........... .45
Flexing soles ........... .40
Sewing, Rapid stitch • • • • • . . . . .70
Pulling lasts ........... .45
Treeing 75
Repairing; per week, $16.50.
Packing; per week, 16.50.
BANNER SHOE COMPANY—^BOSTON
January 4, 1934
In the matter of the joint applications for arbitration of a controversy betwee'r
the Banner Shoe Company of Boston and employees. (8-9)
Having considered said applications and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, an
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the price
heretofore awarded for the **$2 seller," so called, shall prevail in the Banne
Shoe Company at Boston for work performed on beach sandals and boudoi
slippers, except as follows:
DECISIONS 51
Per 36 Pairs
$0.59
.54
.20
.17
.11
.63
.24
.54
1.15
.58
.10
.80
.18
.18
.13
.13
.14
.32
.08
.08
.72
1.08
Edgetrimming
Edgesetting, one setting .
Naumkeaging, without guard
Painting
Brushing bottoms .
Wood-heeling:
Fitting
Nailing
Putting up flap and cutting top-lift
Finishing (one man)
Fitting Cubans
Jointing
Treeing
Sock lining
Cementing bottoms
Roughing forepart
Roughing shank
Sole-tacking •
Conveying
Cementing soles
Roughing soles
Tacking straps by hand
:
Up to and including three straps
Four straps and over
This decision is to be effective as of December 18, 1933.
SELWYN SHOE COMPANY—BOSTON
January 11, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Selwyn Shoe Coyyipany of Boston and tasters. (13)
Having considered said applicant and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed the Board awards that $0.0125 per
36 pairs shall be paid by the Selwyn Shoe Company at Boston to the last-
pickers for the extra time required in going from the lasting room to the
stock room.
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of November
27, 1933.
HARVARD SHOE COMPANY—BOSTON
January 16. 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Harvard Shoe Company of Boston and employees. (11)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the prices
heretofore awarded for the ''$2 seller," so called, shall prevail in the Harvard
Shoe Company at Boston for work performed on beach sandals and boudoir
slippers, except as follows
:
Per 36 Pairs
Edgetrimming $0.59
Edgesetting, one setting .
Naumkeaging, without guard
Painting
Brushing bottoms .
Wood-heeling:
Fitting
Nailing ....
Putting up flap and cutting top
Finishing (one man)
Fitting Cubans
Jointing
Treeing
Sock lining
Cementing bottoms
lift
.54
.20
.17
.11
.63
.24
.54
1.15
.58
.10
.80
.18
.18
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Per 36 Pairs
Roughing forepart.......... $0.13
Roughing shank .......... .13
Sole-tacking . . . . . . . . .14
Conveying ........... .32
Cementing soles .......... .08
Roughing soles .......... .08
Tacking straps by hand:
Up to and including three straps ...... .72
Four straps and over • . . • . • • 1.08
EASTERN SHOE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, INC.,
MEMBERS—BOSTON
January 22, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
members of the Eastern Shoe Manufacturers* Association, Inc.^ and
heelers. (14)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character,
and the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards the follow-
ing as the definition of matchmarking wood heels:
A. When heels are matched with the uppers for color or design by the
wood-heeler without matchmarked number on wood heels.
B. When uppers have a tab stitched on and wood heels have matchmarked
numbers on:
1. Wood-heeler not held responsible for matching of heels to uppers;
this is not matchmarking:
2. Wood-heeler held responsible for matching of heels to uppers; this
is matchmarking.
MAYFAIR SHOE COMPANY—NEWBURYPORT
January 26, 1934
In th£ matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Mayfair Shoe Co-mpany of Newburyport and cutters. (6)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that no extra
shall be paid by the Mayfair Shoe Company at Newburyport to cutters on
the clicking machines by reason of the use of a double-edged die.
MERIT SHOE COMPANY OF LYNN, INC.—ORANGE
January 29, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betw en
th-e Merit Shoe Company of Lynn, Inc., and employees in Orange. (10)
The Board awards that there shall be no change in the time and piece rates
paid by the Merit Shoe Company of Lynn, Inc., at Orange, for the work as
there performed, except as follows:
MEN'S SHOES
Cutting department: Per 24 Pairs
Outsides; based on patent leather (no extras):
Nos. 12, 504, 19, 021:
Vamp and quarter ........ $0.80
Tip 27
LfCather extra ......... .09
Quarter lining ......... .27
Tongue .06
Tongue lining ......... .02
Stay .07
Toe lining 055
Doubler .......... ,045
Nos. 13, 14, 502:
Vamp and quarter ........ .79
Tip .15
Leather extra ......... .09
Quarter lining ......... .27
Tongue .......... .06
DECISIONS 53
Tongue lining .
Stay .
Toe lining
Doubler
No. 15:
Vamp and quarter
Tip .
Leather extra
Quarter lining .
Tongue
Tongue lining •
Stay .
Toe lining
Doubler
Drill quarter
No. 500:
Vamp and quarter
Tip .
Leather extra
Quarter lining .
Tongue
Tongue lining .
Stay .
Vamp lining
Doubler
Drill quarter
No. 18:
Vamp and quarter
Tip .
Foxing
Leather extra
Quarter lining .
Tongue
Tongue lining .
Outside stay
Stay .
Toe lining
Doubler
Stay pieces
No. 16:
Vamp and quarter
Leather extra
Quarter lining -
Tongue
Tongue lining .
Stay .
Toe lining .
Doubler
Drill quarter
No. 17:
Vamp and quarter
Tip .
Foxing
Leather extra
Quarter lining .
Tongue
Tongue lining .
Stay .
Toe lining
Doubler
No. 018:
Vamp and quarter
Tip .
Foxing
Leather extra
Quarter lining .
Tongue
Per 24 Pairs
$0,025
.07
.055
.045
.69
.15
.09
.27
.06
.02
.07
.05
.045
.055
.69
.19
.09
.27
.06
.02
.07
.05
.045
.055
.80
.27
.30
.12
.27
.06
.02
.23
.07
.055
.045
.11
.87
.06
.27
.06
.02
.07
.045
.045
.055
.80
.27
.30
.12
.27
.06
.02
.07
.055
.045
.80
.27
.30
.12
.27
.06
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Tongue lining
Stay .
Toe lining
Doubler
No. 20:
Vamp and foxing
Inlay and quarter
Leather extra
Quarter lining
Tongue
Tongue lining
Vamp lining
Doubler
No. 21:
Vamp and quarter
Tip .
Foxing
Leather extra
Quarter lining
Outside stay:
Pieces
Whole stock
Stay .
Tongue
Tongue lining
Toe lining
Doubler
No. 22:
Vamp and foxing
Saddle
Leather extra
Quarter lining
Backstay .
Tongue
Tongue lining
Vamp lining
Doubler
No. 23:
Vamp and quarter
Leather extra
Quarter lining
Stay .
Tongue
Tongue lining
Vamp lining
Doubler
Drill quarter
Cutting tongues by hand
Cutting by machine; 50 of hand prices
Stitching department:
Nos. 501, 13:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Marking foxing row
Marking side row
Closing
Staying
Skiving
Double-needle stitching
Cementing
Pressing
Top-stitching
Eyeletting
Skiving vamp .
Cementing vamp
Cut-out tip ...
Tip stitching
Vamping ....
Stitching tongue lining
Lacing ....
Extra row of stitching on vamp
Cementing quarter lining
No. 12:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Marking quarter for foxing
Marking quarter, side row
Skiving ....
Closing ....
Staying ....
Double-needle stitching
Cementing quarter
Pressing ....
Top-stitching
Eyeletting
Marking vamp
Skiving vamp
Cut tip .
Stitching tip •
Cementing vamp
Cut-out vamp
Vamping
Lacing ....
Stitching tongue lining
Cementing quarter lining
No. 14:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Marking side row
Skiving ....
Closing ....
Staying ....
Double-needle stitching
Cementing
Pressing
Top-stitching
Eyeletting
Skiving vamp
Cementing vamp
Tip-stitching
Cut-out tip ...
Vamping
Stitching tongue lining
Lacing ....
Cementing quarter lining
No. 15:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Skiving ....
Marking quarter for foxing
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Marking side row
Double-needle stitching
Cementing qu?,rter
Pressing
Top-stitching
Eyeletting
Cut-out tip
Cementing vamp
Tip-stitching
Stitching tongue
'
Vamping
Lacing
Skiving vamp
Closing
Staying
Cementing quarter lining
Trimming
No. 16:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Marking quarter
Skiving
Closing
Staying
Fancy stitching
Cementing
Pressing
Top-stitching
Eyeletting
Trimming
Cementing vamp lining
Stitching tongue
Vamping
Lacing
Cementing quarter lining
No. 17:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making .
Skiving quarter
Marking quarter
Skiving foxing
Stitching foxing
Stitching eyelet row-
Cementing
Pressing
Top-stitching
Eyeletting
Skiving vamp
Marking vamp
Cut-out tip
Stitching tip
Stitching piping on vamp
Vamping
Stitching tongue lining
Lacing
No. 18:
Marking size .03
DECISIONS
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Skiving quarter
Skiving foxing
Skiving lace row
Closing
Staying
Stitching foxing
Overlay on quarter
Cementing
Pressing
Top-stitching
Cut-out tip
Skiving vamp
Marking vamp
Tip-stitching
Vamping
Stitching tongue lining
Lacing
No. 018:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Skiving quarter
Marking quarter
Skiving foxing
Stitching foxing
Stitching eyelet row
Cementing
Pressing
Top-stitching
Eyeletting
Skiving vamp
Marking vamp
Cut-out tip
Stitching tip
Stitching piping on vamp
Vamping .
Stitching tongue lining
Lacing
Closing
Staying
No. 19:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Marking quarter
Skiving
Closing
Staying
Perforating and stitching
Cementing
Pressing
Pump stitching
Eyeletting
Cut-out tip
Cut-out vamp
Tip-stitching
Vamping •
Per 24 Pairs
S0.04
.21
.05
.04
.05
.06
.06
.27
.23 -
.05
.16
.27
.03
.04
.03
.28
.42
.07
.04
.03
.04
.21
.07
.03
.04
.27
.16
.06
.16
.27
.08
.035
.03
.04
.29
.09
.40
07
.04
.06
.06
.0:^
.04
.21
.06
.07
.06
2 9
.\-2
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Stitching tongue lining
No. 20:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Skiving quarter
Skiving foxing
Closing
Stajing
Marking quarter
Stitching foxing
Stitching lace row
Cementing
Pressing
Top-stitching
Eyeletting
Fancy stitching on vamp
Cementing vamp
Stitching tongue
Vamping
.
Barring
Lacing
Cut-out vamp
Skiving underlay
No. 21:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making •
Skiving quarter
Skiving foxing
Cut-out foxing
Closing
Staying
Stitching foxing
Lace-row stitching
Cementing
Pressing
Top-stitching
Eyeletting
Cut-out tip
Tip-stitching
Pinking vamp
Perforating vamp
Vamping
Stitching tongue lining
Skiving vamp
Lacing
Skiving tab
No. 021:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Cut-out quarter
Skiving quarter
Closing
Staying
Double-needle stitching
Cementing
Pressing
Top-stitching
AND ARBITRATION
Per 24 Pai
. $0.07
DECISIONS
Eyeletting ....
Cut-out tip ....
Skiving vamp ...
Marking vamp
Tip-stitching ....
Pinking vamp ....
Perforating vamp
Vamping ...
Lacing ...
Stitching tongue lining
No. 22:
Marking size ....
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Marking quarter
Skiving quarter
Backstay stitching
Cementing ....
Pressing ...
Stitching saddle
Pump-stitching
Eyeletting ....
Stitching tongue lining
Cut-out saddle
Barring .....
Lacing ...
Skiving backstay
Stitching tongue
No. 23:
Marking size ...
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Marking quarter
Skiving quarter
Closing ....
Staying .....
Double-needle stitching
Cementing ...
Pressing ....
Top-stitching ...
Eyeletting ...
Stitching tongue and tongue lining
Toe-closing ...
Vamping
Lacing .....
No. 500:
Marking size ...
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Skiving
Marking quarter for foxing
Marking side row
Double-needle stitching
Cementing ....
Pressing .
Pump-stitching . .
Eyeletting ....
Tip-stitching ....
Cementing vamp lining and doubler
59
Per 24 Pairs
$0.08
.08
.04
.04
.03
.29
.09
.08
.42
.04
.07
.03
.04
.17
.03
.06
.26
.05
.11
.51
.52
.12
.07
.06
.04
.04
.03
.10
.03
.04
.20
.03
.06
.06
.06
.26
.06
.16
.27
.08
.32
.24
.39
.04
.03
.04
.21
.07
.03
.03
.33
.06
.16
.27
.08
.22
.08
CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION
Stitching tongue .....
Vamping ......
Lacing .......
Skiving vamp ......
Closing .......
Staying .......
Cementing quarter lining
Lasting, making and finishing departments:
Stockfitting
:
Dinking innersoles and middle soles
Fitting
Rounding outersoles ....
Rounding middle soles ....
Stamping middle soles ....
Stamping outersoles ....
Casing .......
Blacking soles by hand ....
Assembling ......
Pulling past toe ......
Lasting .......
Pounding .......
Shanking .......
Sole-laying ......
Last-pulling ......
McKay-sewing ......
Toe-nailing ......
Heelseating ......
Split sock lining ......
Cementing soles ......
Cementing shoes .....
Laying soles by hand ....
Leveling, first and second ....
Rapid stitching ......
Heeling .......
Heel helper ......
Heel-shaving ......
Slugging .......
Heel-breasting ......
Breast-scouring ......
Heel-scouring ......
Edgetrimming ......
Edgesetting ......
Buffing heels ......
Blacking heels ......
Burnishing ......
Buffing forepart .
Polishing bottom ......
Naumkeaging ......
Hard-finishing ......
Bleaching .......
Knurling .......
Heel-pads .......
Singeing ......
Stamping heel-pads .....
Creasing (plain toes) ....
Brushing heel edges .....
Treeing:
Black and brown .....
Black and white, brown and white
Lacing .......
DECISIONS
Packing:
Black and brown
White
Dressing (twice)
Stamping
Repairing
Repairing, white
61
Per 24 Pairs
$0.12
.14
.12
.07
.07
.35
WOMEN'S SHOES
Per 36 Pairs
Cutting department:
Nos. 100, 200, 300:
Outsides:
Patent leather $1.20
Black kid with extras ..... 1.60
Brown kid with extras • . . . 1.69
Quarter lining:
Sheep ......... .44
Kid ....... . .50
Tongue, tongue lining and inlay . . . .17
Vamp and doubler for lining . . .12
Doubler for quarter ...... .085
Nos. 101, 201, 301; strap:
Outsides:
Patent leather ........ 1.38
Black kid with extras ....... 1.77
Brown kid with extras • . . . 1.86
Quarter lining:
Sheep .......... .41
Kid ..... . .47
Strap lining ...... . .055
Doubler for quarter .... .085
Vamp and doubler for lining ..... .12
Nos. 102, 202, 302; open oxford:
Outsides
:
Patent leather .... 1.20
Black kid with extras ..... 1.60
Brown kid with extras • . • 1.69
Quarter lining:
Sheep ......... .46
Kid .52
Vamp and doubler for lining ... . .12
Doubler for quarter ....... .085
Nos. 110, 210, 310, 176; step-in pump:
Outsides:
Patent leather 1.19
Black kid with extras ....... 1.58
Brown kid with extras 167
Quarter lining:
Sheep .39
Kid ...... .45
Vamp and doubler fqr lining .... .12
Doubler for quarter ...... .085
Nos. 112, 113; Nurse oxford:
Outsides:
Black kid with extras . . . • • 163
White kid with extras .... 1-48
Quarter lining:
Sheep ........ .46
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Kid ...
Tongue and tongue lining
Vamp and doubler for lining
Doubler for quarter
Xo3. 105, 303; center-buckle strap;
Outsides:
Patent leather
Black kid with extras
Brown kid with extras
Quarter and vamp overlay
• Strap lining
Vamp and doubler for lining
Doubler for quarter .
Quarter lining .
No. 125; side-buckle strap:
Outsides
:
Patent leather ...
Black kid with extras
Brown kid with extras
Quarter lining:
Sheep
Kid
;
Trimming
.
.
Vamp and doubler for lining
Doubler for quarter
Nos. 113, 213, 313; Gypsy oxford:
Vamp, tip and quarter:
Patent leather ....
Black kid with extras
BrowTi kid with extras .
Quarter lining:
Sheep ...
Kid
Vamp lining
.
.
Vamp inlay, tongue and tongrue lining
Cut-down tongue ...
Vamp and doubler for lining
Doubler for quarter ...
Nos. 100-X, 200-X, 300-X; open cut-out, no underlay
Outsides:
Patent leather
Black kid with extras
Brown kid with extras
Quarter lining, sheep
Tongue and tongue lining
Vamp and doubler for lining
Doubler for quarter
Nos. 101-X, 201-X, 301-X; detached strap
Outsides:
Patent leather
Black kid with extras
Brown kid with extras
Quarter lining, sheep
Outside strap and lining
Vamp and doubler for lining
Doubler for quarter
Nos. 108, 208, 308; open oxford
Outsides:
Patent leather
Per 36 P;
$0.5j
.1
.1
.08
1.2:
1.6
1.7<
.2;
.l(
.11
.081
.41
l.ll
1.56
1.6
.41
.47
.29
.12
.08
2.18
2.57
2.66
.46
.52
.39
.33
.09
.12
.085
1.20
1.60
1.69
.44
.14
.12
.085
1.20
1.60
1.69
.41
.12
.12
.085
1.20
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Per 36 Pairs
Black kid with extras $1.60
Brown kid with extras ..... 1 69
Quarter lining, sheep . .
.46
Vamp and doubler for lining ... .12
Doubler for quarter
.085
itching department:
Nos. 100, 200, 300:
Marking size ....
Stamping lining
Closing ...
Staying ...
Stitching tongue and tongue lining
Cementing tongue
Marking tongue
Marking quarter
Stitching imitation on quarter
Stitching in underlay
Pressing
Lining ....
Pump-stitching
Eyeletting ...
Cut-out on machine
First cut-out on machine
Stitching cut-out
Vamping ....
Skiving
Lacing
Trimming tongue
Cementing doubler on vamp
Cementing quarter for pressing
Perforating sock lining
Backing
Nos. 101, 201, 301; strap:
Marking size
.035
Stamping lining ... .04
Making lining
.28
Marking quarter .06
Closing ....... .075
Staying ....... .075
Stitching imitation row around quarter .19
Vamping ...... .33
Taping for French cord .10
Pump-stitching .77
Cementing cut-out .07
Cut-out on machine ..... .12
Stitching cut-out .56
Stitching buckle ... .10
Trimming and buckling .11
Stitching imitation vamp .... .08
French-cord stitching .51
Pressing for French cord .60
Cementing for French cord .17
Perforating sock lining .025
Cementing doubler on vamp .06
Cementing doubler on quarter .07
Backing ... .07
. 102, 202, 302; open oxford:
Marking size ..... .035
Stamping lining .04
.035
.04
.075
.075
.33
.07
.035
.06
.20
.37
.20
.10
.47
.10
.12
.05
.60
.54
.07
.04
.06
.06
.07
.025
.06
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Closing ....
Staying ....
Stitching one row on vamp
Marking quarter
Stitching one row on quarter
Taping for French cord
Lining ...
Pump-stitching
Cut-out on machine
Stitching cut-out
Vamping ....
Pulling ....
Lacing ....
Perforating sock lining
French-cord stitching
Pressing for French cord
Cementing for French cord .
Backing ....
Nos. 110, 210, 310; step-in:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Skiving vamp
Marking quarter
Closing ....
Staying ....
Stitching one row on quarter .
Taping ....
Binding ....
Stitching gore
Pressing vamp
Vamping ...
Pump-stitching
Cementing cut-out
Stitching cut-out
Cementing vamp lining
Cementing vamp
Cut-out ....
No. 176; step-in:
Marking size
Stamping lining
Lining-making
Skiving ....
Closing ....
Staying ....
Cutting perforation on quarter
Cementing cut-out
Cementing quarter
Cementing vamp
Pressing ....
Stitching gore
Piping around vamp
Vamping ....
Pump-stitching
Cut-out ....
Marking vamp
Marking gore
Stitching cut-out
Stitching bow
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Per 36 Pairs
Fancy stitching on quarter ... $0.32
s. 112, 212, 312; Nurse oxford:
Marking size ....... .035
Stamping lining ....... .04
Lining-making . . . .10
Perforation on quarter ....... .08
Skiving quarter ...... .075
Closing ......... .075
Staying ....... .075
Fancy stitching on quarter ...... .48
Cementing quarter ....... .075
Pressing ......... .25
Pump-stitching ....... .44
Eyeletting . . .11
Trimming ......... .055
Cut-out tip ........ . .06
Stitching tip ........ .18
Cementing vamp lining ..... .06
Cementing ......... ,06
Stitching tongue ... ... .27
Vamping ......... .54
Lacing ......... .04
Nos. 105, 303; center-buckle strap:
Marking size ...... .035
Stamping lining ........ .04
Lining-making ........ .28
Closing ....... .075
Staying ......... .075
Marking quarter ....... .05
Stitching strap . . • • . .70
Cut-out on vamp ...... ,05
Cementing inlay ..... • . .06
Cementing vamp doubler ... .06
Fancy stitching on vamp ..... .09
Vamping ....... .33
Taping ....... .07
French-cord stitching ... .50
French-cord cementing . .17
French-cord pressing .... .60
Pump-stitching ..... .87
Cementing ..... .07
Cut-out on machine . . . .13
Stitching cut-out ..... .63
Stitching buckle . . . .10
Trimming and buckling • . .11
No. 125; strap:
Marking size ... .035
Stamping lining .04
Making lining .28
Closing .075
Staying ....... .075
Marking vamp . . .035
Fancy stitching on vamp .69
Vamping .29
French-cord stitching 53
Taping .12
French-cord cementing -18
French-cord pressing 60
Pump-stitching .84
Cementing cut-out .07
Stitching cut-out • .'^0
Stitching buckle .10
Trimming and pulling . . .116
Stitching strap on quarter .33
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Cut-out on machine ....
Nos. 113, 213, 313; Gypsy oxford:
Marking size .....
Stamping lining .....
Lining-making ....
Skiving quarter .....
Skiving tip ......
Skiving vamp ....
Closing .....
Staying ......
Cementing quarter ....
Pressing ......
Pump-stitching .....
Cementing cut-out ....
Cut-out on quarter ...
Stitching cut-out on vamp
Eyeletting ....
Trimming quarter ....
First cut-out on vamp ....
Second cut-out on vamp
Closing vamp lining ....
Rubbing-down vamp lining
Cementing vamp lining
Stitching tongue .....
Vamping .....
Cementing tip .....
Cementing tongue .....
Pressing tip .....
Stitching tip .....
Lacing ......
Cut-out tip ..... .
First fancy-stitching on vamp
Second fancy-stitching on vamp
Nos. 100-X, 200-X; open cut-out, no underlay:
Marking size ....
Stamping lining ....
Closing ......
Staying ......
Marking quarter ....
Skiving .....
Stitching one row on quarter
Cementing quarter ....
Pressing ......
Making lining ...
Pump-stitching .....
Cementing cut-out ....
Cut-out on machine ....
Stitching cut-out ....
Eyeletting .....
Stitching tongue and tongue lining
Cementing vamp lining
Vamping ......
Lacing ....
Backing ......
Marking tongue .....
Nos. 101-X, 201-X; detached strap; new cut-out:
Marking size ....
Stamping lining .....
Making lining .....
Closing ......
Staying ......
Stitching one row on vamp
Taping ....
Vamping ......
Stitching strap ....
Binding ....
Pump-stitching ....
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Per 36 Pairs
Cementing cut-out ....... $0.07
Cut-out on machine ...
.12
Cut-out on strap . .
.05
Stitching cut-out ......
.69
Stitching buckle ....
.10
Trimming and buckling .... .11
Cementing doubler on vamp .... .06
Cementing doubler on quarter . . .
.07
Nos. 108, 208; open oxford:
Marking size ....
.035
Stamping lining ..... .04
Making lining .28
Closing .075
Staying .... ... .075
Marking quarter .. .055
Stitching one row on vamp ...... .13
Stitching one row on quarter .... .20
Taping .... .06
Vamping ....... .36
Binding ..... .42
Pulling ......... .06
Pump-stitching ....... .75
Cut-out on machine ..... .12
Stitching cut-out . . ... .42
Cementing ....... .07
Eyeletting ...... .12
Lacing ........ .04
Backing ....... .07
Lasting and making departments:
Stockfitting:
Leather heels ...... .60
Cuban heels ...... .70
Baby Louis heels .... .78
Cut-stock lining .10
Assembling .27
Pulling-over ...... .30
Cementing doublers ....... .05
Tacking straps .05
Side-lasting .70
Bed-lasting ...... .70
Pounding . .12
Shanking ..... .10
Sole-laying ......... .21
Last-pulling ... .09
McKay-sewing .. .30
Cementing and lifting channels ..... .09
Beating-out ... .21
Heel-seating .09
Heeling, bases and tops .22
Heel base and top, helper .10
Single-nailine: on heels. Nurse oxford .... .14
Helper on single-nailing. Nurse oxford • .075
Wood-heel nailing .... .12
Wood-heel cutting .44
Laying flaps on baby Louis heels .75
Heel-shaving ... .18
Heel-breasting ..... .075
Breast-scouring -06
Heel-scouring .18
Edgetrimming -40
Edgesetting -36
Finishing department:
Burnishing '7
Blacking heels
Buffing forepart- -10
Naumkeaging -19
Painting foreparts -08
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Per 36 Pai
$0.09
.12
.09*
.06
.07
.06
.06
.05
.08
.03
.04i
.09
.06
.10
.09
.97
1.20
.21
.27
.12
.42
.33
.33
.06
.30
Painting shanks
Painting bottoms
Brushing bottoms
Wheeling bottoms
Stamping bottoms
Brushing heels and edges
Creasing
Stamping sock lining
Stamping sock lining twice
Heel-pads
Singeing
Split linings
Three-quarter linings
Lining-in
Lacing
Treeing and dressing
Treeing, white
Packing
Packing, white
Repairing:
Black and brown
Patent leather
White kid, baby Louis and Continental heel
White kid, Nurse oxford
Scouring breast, baby Louis heels
Painting white heels, Nurse
MARMON SHOE COMPANY—BOSTON
_ ,
. ,
.
February 1, 1934in the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betu-e
delartZir (17) "^"^ ^''''^ employees in the lastA.
?aid application and heard the parties by their dulauthorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character an
is performed, the Board awards that the follow.
asT^e^^Sft^^d^Tn^ tst^nHe^p^^t^^^
"
Trimming forepart uppers and pulling off center-piece of inne^-^""
soles
.
.
.
, 36Cementing forepart and pieces of upper leather, sticking it on andboning; cementing forepart and putting in rubber filler . 1 08Cementing bottom by hand ...
Fitting soles by hand and putting in conveyor
Turning channel
Lock-stitching
Cementing channel
Laying channel
Leveling, double rolls
Stockfitting:
Marking sizes and widths
Cementing soles
Punching holes on soles
.22
.42
.16
.69
.18
.14
.27
.04
.10
.05
HARVARD SHOE COMPANY—BOSTON
February 9, 1934
In thc^ matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betw-er
tfie Harvard Shoe Company of Boston and heelers. (18)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duh
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character am'the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the following prices^ shall be paid by the Harvard Shoe Company at Boston, for thiwork as there performed : ^
,
Matchmarking wood heels, reptiles:
Under definition A in the decision dated January 22, 1934; double price
'
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Under definition B:
Sub-division 1; no extra.
Sub-division 2; price and one-half.
Kid; no extra.
Sizing heels; $0.03 per 36 pairs.
EASTERN SHOE MANUFACTURERS* ASSOCIATION, INC.,
MEMBERS—BOSTON
February 9, 1934
the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
members of the Eastern Shoe Manufacturers' Association, Inc., of Boston
and heelers. (19)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
thorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
e conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that no extra
all be paid by members of the Eastern Shoe Manufacturers' Association,
c, at Boston for flapping scalloped wood heels and cutting tops.
UNITED NOVELTY SHOE COMPANY, INC.—LOWELL
February 14, 1934
the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the United Novelty Shoe Company, Inc., of Lowell, and la^ters. (20)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
thorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
e conditions under which it is performed, and considered the report of an
pert, the Board awards that the following prices shall be paid by the Lnitcd
avelty Shoe Companv, Inc., at Lowell, for the work as there performed:
Per 36 Pairs
de-lasting, spindling four times • • . ^^'^l
3d-lasting toes • • • •
. ^ t- 'u
By agreement of the parties this decision is to take effect as of February
1934.
B. A. CORBIN & SON COMPANY—MARLBOROUGH
February 20, 1934
the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy bctiv cn
B. A. Corhin & Son Company of Marlborough and employees. (108)
The Board awards that there shall be no change in the prices paid by B. A.
orbin & Son Company at Marlborough for the items submitted, as the work
there performed, except as follows:
actory F
:
Cutting department:
Cutting outsides:
Per job, each change; $0,025 extra.
Tongues when not cut by outside cutter; bO'c of the money value
for cutting tongues as figured under the present system to be
deducted from total cost of cutting the complete shoe.
Stitching department: •
Per 12 Pairi
Operation 224-L; cementing; and fitting ball strap oi
wing tip on vamp $0.08
Operation 236 (4) ; vamping, patterns Nos. 6. 16,
24, 15
A; 1 or 2
E; 1-1 or 2-2 . .
Lasting department:
Operation 317; side-lasting:
A; regular
B; arch-cupport
Operation 819; No. 7 bed-operating:
A. Heels
B. Cap toes or patent plain toes
C. Plain toes except patent plain toes
DE LUXE
$0.37 $0.40
.50 .55
.177 .21
.218 .26
.131 .145
.262 .29
.21 .225
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r» ivT^ OHO 1 4. ^ 12 PairsD. No. 242 last: extra ..... «fk noa
E. Cushion innersoles; extra ....
F. G. R. L. toe and heel ....
G. Safety boxes
Making department
:
Operation 405; welting:
A. Regular
• • .
.
.
B. Storm or double-deck, dryfoot or caulk
C. A. R. H. • .
. .
Operation 421; cementing bottoms (not on crepe) •
A. Regulars
.
.
B. A.R.H. (rubber soles, A.R.H. mid-sole or
Dutchman) ......
C. Rozinize (without midsole) (signed)
.
D. Heels (rubber soles only, not crepe) (signed)
E. Heelseats (rubber soles only, not crepe)
(signed) ....
Operation 464; jointing
Operation 458; edgetrimming:
A. R'egular . ...
C. A.R.H. .... ;
F. Darex ...
Finishing^department
:
Operation 603; cutting tacks and putting in heel-pads
Operation 613; repairing:
A. Colors
B. Black .
.
'
C. Patent ••..*.
Operation 625; brushing heels and edges
Operation 637; packing in cartons:
A. Regular oxford (two wads)
B. Custom No. 356 oxford (two wads and size
cards-173)
•
. .
.
C. Custom Nos. 420, 471, 525, and samples with
separators •
. .
.
D. Custom No. 356, high-cut (no wads); size
cards ....
E. Regular high-cut (no wads)
Factory M
:
On the same operations there shall be the same percentage of chanem prices. r- & e
1934
^^^^""^"^ parties this decision shall be in effect until May 1
AGOOS LEATHER COMPANIES, INC.—LYNN
J
April 3, 1934
In me matter of the joint application for drbitration of a controversy betiveei
ttie Agoos Leather Companies, Inc., of Lynn, and employees. (23)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duh
^^P^^s^^tative concerning the work in question, its character, am
'^''^A^^^l''^
performed, the Board awards that $0.14 pei
tZ ll^ I a ^^1^ A^e^' ^^^^^^^ Companies, Inc., at Lynn, for stak-ing suede kid as the work is there performed
26f193r^^"'^''^
^^""^'^^
^^^^^ ^^^'^^
SCOTT SHOE COMPANY—LYNN
April 11, 1934m the matter of the joint application for drbitration of a controversy betwr '
ttie bcott bhoe Company of Lynn and cutters. (22)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, andthe conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the Scottbhoe Company at Lynn was within its rights in discharging the employee
$0,029
.049
.537
.523
DELUJ
.138
.188
!202
$0.16
99
.22
.018
.024
.044
.018
.018
.192
.285
.356
.23^
.04
.071
.037
.142
!033
. uov
.044
1 7
.04
.029
.036
.027
.029
.022
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IRVING TANNING COMPANY, INC.—PEABODY
May 15, 1934
Ihe matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy hetw:en
the Irving Tanning Company, Inc., of Peabody, and employees. (26)
laving considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
horized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the Irving
ming Company, Inc., at Peabody was within its rights in discharging the
ployee in question.
GOLD SEAL SHOE COMPANY—LYNN
May 17, 1934
application for arbitration of a controversy between
Company of Lynn and employees in the packing
'.he matter of the joint
the Gold Seal Shoe
department. (27)
laving considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
tiorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the follow-
prices shall be paid by the Gold Seal Shoe Company at Lynn, for the work
here performed:
Per Week
king and repairing ...... . $19.50
nming by machine ........ 18.00
or operations ......... 14.80
CENTURY SHOE CORPORATION—LYNN
May 17, 1934
he matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Century Shoe Corporation of Lynn and cutters. (25)
aving considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
lorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the follow-
prices based upon the shoe designated as "a $4 seller" shall be paid, less
on piece prices, by the Century Shoe Corporation at Lynn for the follow-
operations in the cutting room, as the work is there performed:
Per 12 Pairs
)ide cutting:
Extra over existing piece prices ..... $0.12
Heel covers ....... .12
Colors ........ .06
Kid and colors cut by machine ; same price as by hand,
ng cutting (based on eight thicknesses of cloth) :
Toe linings; two pieces to a pair .... .025
Blucher linings; two pieces to a pair .... .025
Split toe linings; four pieces to a pair . . • . .03
Seamless vamp linings . • ' .03
Three-quarter seamless vamp linings ..... .03
Three-quarter foxing linings ..... .01
Vamp doublers ....... .02
iming cutting:
Quarter linings, base • . • . .14
Circular vamps .12
Circular vamp bands . • • • .11
Full seamless vamp lining .. .24
Sock lining ......... .07
Half sock lining • • • • • .05
Extras
:
Slots: $0.00 1/12 per slot; four to a pair ... .02
Right-and-left patterns ..... .02
Small lots, under 18 pairs; per part .015
Pricking holes; per hole, $0.00 1/16.
Notches per notch, $0.00 1/8; four to a pair .02
Detached straps ....... .01
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Per 12 Pair!
Kid or cabaretta linings; extra over sheepskin (whole
job) . . $0.02
Two different patterns cut at the same time out of the
same stock ........ .02
Sheep alum; the same as kid.
Descriptive diagrams of trimming-cutting formations:
A. 1, 2, 2-A or 2-B, four to a pair; up to and including
IV2 inches in length ..... .03
B. Over IV2 inches and up to and including 2V2 inches
four to a pair, extra ..... .03
C. Three inches and over takes long-strap price; four to
a pair ......... .12
D. 3 or 3-B; two to a pair .06
E. 3-A or 3-C; two to a pair .03
Leather and imitation leather, cut double; 25 9r less.
Machine cutting; total price less 30%; no percentage less
for kid.
Samples, singles and specials; price and one-half.
Hour work; $0.70.
BAKERS—BROCKTON, WHITMAN
May 28, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betwee
the Bay State Bakery, Inc., Hathaway Baking Company, Washbur,
Bakery, Inc., Brockton Public Market, Inc. (of Brockton) and Cushma>
Bakery (Whitman) and employees. (29)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their du'
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, ai;
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards as follows i
relative to the paragraphs to be incorporated in the new agreement whicl f
have been submitted to the Board for determination:
Paragraph 8. Any bakers performing any portion of a day's work previo
to 5 A. M. shall receive for such portion of the time as they work previfv
to 5 A. M. additional compensation at the rate of 10% of the established la
per hour.
Paragraph 9. Bakers working on holidays shall receive the same pay a
for overtime. Bakers shall not receive pay for holidays when they do m
work.
Paragi'aph 10. Labor Day, Christmas, July 4, Thanksgiving and Memoria
Day are hereby agreed upon to be observed as days when bakers shall not hi ii
required to work except in an emergency. *'
Paragraph 7 of the "Rules." None but members in good standing
Bakery and Confectionery Workers' International Union of America shall '
employed, the same to be hired through the union agent of Local No. 18'
except that whenever the local through its agent cannot produce within fort,
eight hours a worker necessary to meet the requirements of the particula;
position to be filled, the employer shall have the right to hire a suitable mar
who, after a fair trial not to exceed three weeks, if he is to be continued
employment and is not already a member, as aforesaid, of said union, sh;i
make application at once to become a member thereof. If any controverts
arises as to whether such worker meets the requirements of the position, the
controversy shall be submitted to the State Board of Conciliation and Arbitra-
tion for determination.
May 28, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betwr>
the Bay State Bakery, Inc., Hathaway Baking Company, Washbiu
Bakery, Inc., Brockton Public Market, Inc. (of Brockton) and Cushmo
Bakery (Whitman) and employees. (30)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their du!
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, ar
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that there sha
be no change in the prices paid by the above-named employers for the wor
performed.
i
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N. H. POOR COMPANY—PEABODY
June 7, 1934
fn the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the N. H. Poor Company of Peabody and employees. (32)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the em-
ployee in question working in the wheeling department is required, under
the terms of the agreement between the N. H. Poor Company and its em-
ployees, to be a member of the employees' organization.
The Board further awards that, by reason of the nature of the work v.-hich
the three other employees in question are generally called upon to perform,
and the responsibilities assumed in respect to supervision or special work in
the preparation and applying of materials or liquids in the tanning processes,
they are not required under the terms of said agreement to be members of
said organization.
CARR LEATHER COMPANY—PEABODY
June 7, 1934
In the matter of the joint applica,tion for arbitration of a controversy between
the Carr Leather Company of Peabody and employees. (33)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that there shall
be no change in the prices paid by the Carr Leather Company at Peabody,
for the work in question as there performed, except as follows: buffers, 10%
increase.
MILFORD SHOE COMPANY—MILFORD
June 7, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Milford Shoe Company of Milford and employees. (24)
The Board awards that there shall be no change in the piece and time rates
pai(i by the Milford Shoe Company at Milford, for the items submitted as
there performed, except as follows:
Piece Rates
Increase
Cutting department:
Leather linings; by machine or hand 109*-
Stitching department:
Burnishing lO'/r
Making linings
Top stitching ..... 10 '/r
Eyeletting 10'/,
Bench work; trimming eyelet stays, reinforcing a'^'
tying thread ends (only) ....
Lasting department:
Pulling-over; per 12 pairs, $0,175.
Bed lasting ..... 5%
Tacking shanks ... 15%
Cementing bottoms 15%
Cementing channels 25%
Opening channels 25%
Goodyear stitching 10%
Laying channels . . . IS*"/
Wheeling ^0^'
Breaking shanks (by levoler) ; per 12 pairs, $0,009.
Making department:
Heeling ...... 10%
Slugging heels lO'^;
Scouring heels, first operation '^^r
Edgetrimming ... !.')%
Edgesetting 6%
Finishing department:
Blacking heels 1^''
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Piece Rate
Increase
Bleaching bottoms • . . • . 15%
Packing department:
Cutting tacks ...... 25%
Putting in heel-pods . . • • . 12%
Inspecting (final) ....... 10%
Packing .. 10%
Cutting department: Per Week
Upper-leather clerk . . .... $20
Cripple cutter ........ 18
Cloth-lining cutter ....... 26
Cloth-lining cutter, doublers ..... 22
Sample cutter ........ 30
Outside cutters ....... 30
Leather-lining cutters . • . . 18
Matchmarking ...... .14
Stitching department:
Odd-shoe girl ....... 14
Helping sample stitcher ..... 19
Marking vamps ........ 13
Inspecting ......... 13
Lasting department:
Crowner and inspector ....... 24
Cobbler ......... 20
Welt department; mulling soles ...... 18
Making department; spotting heels ...... 15
Packing department; treeing, per hour, $0.60.
Sole-leather department:
Sole cutter ......... 24
Sole sorter ......... 18
Checking work for muller ...... 15
Making covers; staining edges and cleaning, white shoes; cut-
ting covers: experienced operators
Elevator operator ........ 15
By agreement of the parties this decision is to take effect as of April 12,
1934.
LIBERTY SHOE COMPANY—LYNN
June 8, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Libarty Shoe Company of Lynn and heelers. (31)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the heel in
question is not to be classified as a continental heel..
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of May 10,
1934.
ANSIN SHOE MANUFACTURING COMPANY—ATHOL
June 12, 1934
In the matter of an appeal from the decision of a local board established under
the agreement between the Ansin Shoe Manufacturing Company of Athol
and employees. (63)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, in the matter of the bench girl
discharged by the Ansin Shoe Manufacturing Company at Athol, the Board
awards that the discharge was justified; concurring in the decision of the
local arbitration board.
N. H. POOR COMPANY—PEABODY
SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION
June 14, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betw(en
the N. H. Poor Company of Peabody and employees. (32)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by tlifir duly
authorized representatives concerning the status of the employee in question,
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and examined the records at the office of Local No. 21, the Board awards
that this employee is not "unfinancial" and, therefore, not subject to dis-
charge under the provisions of Article 11 of the agreement between the
N. H. Poor Company and employees, members of the National Leather
Workers' Association, as it does not appear from the evidence that such em-
ployee is a member of this association.
BEGGS & COBB, INC.—WINCHESTER
June 29. 1934
In the matter of the joint annlication for arbitration of a controversy between
Beggs & Cobb, Inc., of Winchester, and employees. (34)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that Beggs &
Cobb, Inc., at Winchester was within its rights in discharging the employee
in question.
HAMILTON-KAUSEL COMPANY—PEABODY
July 23. 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the HamHton-Kausel Company of Peabody and employees. (38)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by thiir duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the Hamil-
ton-Kausel Company at Peabody was within its rights in discharg'ir.sr the
employee in question.
IRVING TANNING COMPANY, INC.—PEABODY
July 24, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy bffwen
the Irving Tanning Company, Inc., of Peabody and employees. (39)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by th^ir duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its charact*»r, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that ^h-? 'em-
ployee in auestion shall be reinstated in employment by the Irving Tanning
Company, Inc., at Peabody.
DIETZ KID, INC.—LYNN
July 24, 1934
In the matter of the joint applicatix)n for arbitration of a controversy between
Dietz Kid, Inc., of Lynn, and employees. (35)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that Diet?. Kid,
Inc., at Lynn was within its rights in discharging the employee in question.
UNITED ELASTIC CORPORATION—EASTHAMPTON
July 27. 1934
In the matter of the ioint application ff>r arbitration of a controversy between
the United Elastic Corporation of Easthampton and employees. (42)
After hearing the parties, involving chiefly the issues of alleged dis-rimina-
tion and failur*- to give work to its employees on the part of the company,
the Board awards that there appears to be no failure on the part of the com-
pany to comply with its obligations to the employees under the terms of its
Tgroement, except as follows:
1. The work known as "odds and ends" in the Coltin Division of the
finishing room should be distributed among the employees and not
limited to five in number, as is now being done.
2. That the employee in the Coltin Division of the shipping department
be re-employed.
B. E. COX LEATHER COMPANY—PEABODY
AUGUST 2, 1934
In the mntter of the joint r.nnlication for arbitration of a controversy hctwrm
the B. E. Cox Leather Coinpany of Peabody and employees. (41)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by thfir duly
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
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the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that there
been no discrimination exercised by the B. E. Cox Leather Company at
body against the employee in question
KIRSTEIN LEATHER COMPANY, INC.—PEABODY
August 16, 193
In. the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betw
the Kirstein Leather Company, Inc., of Peabody, and employees. (46)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, a
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the follcjl
ing prices shall be paid by the Kirstein Leather Company, Inc., at Peabotil
for the work as there performed: I
Per DozJ
Tacking suede leather:
Skins up to seven feet ...... $0.35
Skins from seven to eleven feet, inclusive .41 '
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect as of Ji
30, 1934.
ANSIN SHOE MANUFACTURING COMPANY—ATHOL
August 20, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betwe'.
the Ansin Shoe Manufacturing Company of Athol and stitchers. (43)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their dii
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, ai
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the folio
ing prices shall be paid by the Ansin Shoe Manufacturing Company at Ath'
for the work as there performed:
Pattern Number
j
Per 36 Pai
215-57 Model tip on vamp . . $0.18
10008 Marker vamp . . . . .43
10008 Marker quarter .34
10003 T-strap on vamp .16
10003 Strap on quarters .34
10012 Stitching perforation on saddle .28
10012 Saddles on quarters .74
10010 Marker vamp .48
10010 Marker quarter .40
82 Cut-out vamp .... .65
This decision is to take effect as of the date of beginning the work
question.
MABSON SILK COMPANY—HOLYOKE
August 24, 1934
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betivt
the Mabson Silk Company of Holyoke and employees. (45)
The Board awards that the following prices shall be paid by the Mabsc
Silk Company at Holyoke, for the work as there performed:
Per We€
Weaving per 100,000 picks .... $1.60
Warning; per 100,000 picks . .044
Winding; per pound ....... .07
Loomfixing ... $30.00
Smash-fixing . .... 18.50
Quilling 14.00
Inspecting ..... 17.00
Picking; per piece • • - .29
Twisting: per 1,000 ends • .3375
Soaking .... .... 17.00
Shaking 14.00
By agreement of the parties this decision shall take effect beginning th
first payroll day of the week of August 13, 1934.
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SUBURBAN COAL DEALERS—WALTHAM, ETC.
August 30, 1934
, the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betivcen
Suburban Coal Dealers and employees. (47)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
ithorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
e conditions under w^hich it is performed, the Board awards that the follow-
g prices shall be paid, for the work performed:
lauflfeurs; per hour, $0,645.
ard men; per hour, $0.56.
vertime ; to be figured on 30-minute periods,
olidays; not to be paid for unless work is performed.
By agreement of the parties this decision is to be effective from September
1934, to March 31, 1935, both inclusive.
IMOND-GRYNKRAUT KID MANUFACTURING COMPANY—PEABODY
September 5, 1934
the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betivcen
the DimoTid-Grynkraut Kid Manufacturing Company of Peabody and
employees. (48)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
ithorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
e conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that there has
en no discrimination by the Dimond-Grynkraut Kid Manufacturing Company
Peabody against the employee in question.
WETAN LEATHER COMPANY—PEABODY
September 14, 1934
the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy bctw cn
the Wetan Leather Company of Peabody and employees. (51)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
ithorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
e conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that there has
•en no discrimination by the Wetan Leather Company at Peabody against
e employees in question.
WINSLOW BROTHERS & SMITH COMPANY—NORWOOD
September 21, 1934
the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betw en
Winslow Brothers & Smith Company of Norwood and employers. (50)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
ithorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
e conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that there shall
no change in the prices paid by Winslow Brothers & Smith Company at
jrwood, for the work as there performed.
PETERSON, MERRILL COMPANY, INC.—WOBURN
September 21, 1934
the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy bctw en
Peterson, Merrill Company, Inc., of Woburn, and employees. (49)
[Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
ithorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
le conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the follow-
\g prices shall be paid by Peterson, Merrill Company, Inc., at Woburn, for
le work as there performed:
I
Per 100
Peking, daubing and finishing:
Black leathers ..... $4.20
Dark colors 4.80
Light shades, including dark blues, dark grays
and reds 6.00
•imming 1.40
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Trimming including trimm
Stripping
Measuring
Helper or wiper
Lugging
ng holes
Per 100
$1.60
2.40
Per Wei
$25
19
20
PETERSON PATENT LEATHER COMPANY—WOBURN
7 ^z. , , September 21. 19)In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy het7the Peterson Patent Leather Company of Woburn 'and employees (tHaving considered said application and heard the parties bv their *authorized representatives concerning the work in questfon, its characterthe conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that Sp folti
Tacking, daubing and finishing:
Black leathers
Dark colors
Light shades, including dark blues
and reds
Trimming
Trimming including trimming holes
Stripping
. .
. .
,
Measuring
• • .
.
.
Helper or wiper • .
.
Lugging
dark greys
Per 100 Per Wee
$4.20
4.80
6.00
1.40
1.60
2.40
$25
19
20
PORTER JAPANNING COMPANY—WOBURN
r , ,
September 21, 193In f^he matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy betwthe Porter Japanning Company of Woburn and employees. {57)Having considered said application and heard the parties bv their d<authorized representatives concerning the work in questfon fts character ^the conditions under which it is performed, the Board aXds that th^^
wo^rkTsTe'rfp^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ '^^^^^^^^ CompanAt^bV^
Tacking, daubing and finishing:
Black leathers
Dark colors
Light shades, including dark blues
and reds
Trimming
Trimming including trimming holes
Stripping
Measuring • .
.
.
Helper or wiper ...
Lugging .
.
dark greys
Per 100
$4.20
4.80
. 6.00
1.40
1.60
2.40
$22
19
20
JAMES V. HALEY LEATHER COMPANY, INC.—WOBURN
r ^ , .
September 21, 1934
thTfaZ.V hiVJ'^r^^^^ ar6ttmiton of a controversy betwe
(52) ^
Leather Company, Inc., of Woburn, and employee
An^^,n'^i^L''''"^''^^'^/^ J^^"^
application and heard the parties by their du
thp .nnH K
^^P^^s;?"tat^7es concerning the work in question, its character a"e conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the folio
bnrn f't%^^"
be paid by the James V. Haley Leather Company Inc at Wu , or the work as there performed: *
Tacking, daubing and finishing:
Black leathers ... «/i on
Dark colors
.
'
; ; [
p
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Per 100 Per Week
Light shades, including dark blues, dark greys
and reds ...... $6.00
imming ........ 1.40
imming including trimming holes 1.60
ripping ..... 2.40
jasuring ........ ^22
•Iper or wiper .... 19
gging 20
KEAN-BEDELL, INC.—WOBURN
September 21, 1934
the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
Kean-Bedell, Inc., of Wobum, and employees. (56)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
thorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
) conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the follow-
r prices shall be paid by Kean-Bedell, Inc., at Woburn, for the work as
nre performed:
Per 100 Per Week
eking, daubing and finishing:
Black leathers ...... $4.20
Dark colors ...... 4.80
Light shades, including dark blues, dark greys
and reds ....... 6.00
imming ........ 1.40
imming including trimming holes . 1.60
•ipping ...... 2.40
asuring ........ $22
Iper or wiper ...... 19
gging ........ 20
MURRAY LEATHER COMPANY—WOBURN
September 21, 1934
the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Murray Leather Company of Woburn and employees. (53)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
thorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
! conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the follow-
: prices shall be paid by the Murray Leather Company at Woburn, for the
rk as there performed
:
Per 100 Per Week
eking, daubing and finishing:
Black leathers ...... $4.20
Dark colors . . 4.80
Light shades, including dark blues, dark greys
and reds ..... 6.00
imming ........ 1.40
!mming including trimming holes 1.60
•ipping 2.40
asuring $22
Iper or wiper 19
gging 20
JOHN J. RILEY COMPANY—WOBURN
September 21, 1934
the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the John J. Riley Company of Woburn and employees. (55)
laving considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
;horized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the follow-
r prices shall be paid by the John J. Riley Company at Woburn, for the
rk as there performed
:
Per 100
:king, daubing and finishing:
Black leathers $4.20
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Dark colors
Light shades, including dark blues
and reds • . . •
Trimming .....
Trimming including trimming holes
Stripping ...
Measuring .....
Helper or wiper ....
Lugging .....
dark greys
Per 100 Per W
$4.80
. 6.00
1.40
1.60
2.40
$2
1
2
NATHAN H. POOR COMPANY—PEABODY
October 19, 1
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy heti
the Nathan H. Poor Company of Peabody and emjAoyees. (58)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character,
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that there
been no discrimination by the Nathan H. Poor Company at Peabody a
the employee in question.
BEGGS & COBB, INC.—WINCHESTER
October 19, 1
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy bet-
Beggs & Cobb, Inc., of Winchester, and employees, (59)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their i
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character,
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that in the
of the staker there has been discrimination in not re-employing him, b'
to the other employee there has been no discrimination by Beggs &
Inc., at Winchester.
BREZCO TANNING COMPANY, THE, INC.—PEABODY
October 30, 19
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy bet
The Brezco Tanning Company, Inc., of Peabody and employees. (60)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their
authorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character,
the conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the fol
ing prices shall be paid by The Brezco Tanning Company, Inc., at Pea"
for the work as there performed:
Shaving calf:
4/5
5/7
7/9
9/12
12/16
16/20
Per 100 Skins
$2.25
2.50
2.92
3.45
3.83
5.00
Side-leather shaving:
Up to 12 feet
12/16 feet
16/20 feet .
20 feet or more
Per 100
$3.16
3.33
4.00
4.50
AMERICAN TISSUE MILLS, INC.—HOLYOKE
October 23, 1
In the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy be
the American Tissue Mills, Inc., of Holyoke, and employees. (37)
The Board awards that there shall be no change in the existing prices, i
and piece, paid by the American Tissue Mills, Inc., at Holyoke, for the
as there performed, except as follows:
Tissue-wTapping department: inspector of napkins, $15 per week.
Job-printing department: 5% increase.
The Board further awards that in the streamer department, plain
finishing department and novelty finishing department the company t
at once with representatives of its employees the question of revising the
rates, such revision to be made as will secure to an employee of ordina
ity minimum earnings of $14.50 per week; and that in any instance
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ich revision is not made within a period of two weeks, the matter be
irther presented to the Board for determination.
By a^eement of the parties this decision, including the revision above
iferred to, is to be effective as of July 18, 1934.
PROCTOR EMBOSSING COMPANY—PEABODY
November 28, 1934
, the matte}' of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
j
the Proctor Embossing Covipany of Peabody and employees. (61)
I Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly
iithorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character, and
.6 conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the Proc-
r Embossing Company of Peabcdy was within its rights in discharging the
nployees in question.
FEDERAL LEATHER COMPANY—WOBURN
August 14, 1934
I the matter of the joint application for arbitration of a controversy between
the Federal Leather Company of Wobum and employees. (44)
Having considered said application and heard the parties by their duly-
Ijthorized representatives concerning the work in question, its character and
le conditions under which it is performed, the Board awards that the employee
1 question shall be reinstated in employment by the Federal Leather Company
Wobum.

